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1., LTST 9F EXT-TTBTTS PRQVTDED TN AT’T’ENDTX

Dec1arahcn Under 37CER 1 132 13y Mr. Albert McGilyre with
Curriculum 12mg of Albert W. MeGiivra (Petitions under 37 CER

$11,181 and 1.183 cur’renfly pending)

Dec1arahon Under 37 CPR 1 132 13y Mr. 101m Austern‘rann, 111 Herewith,

{Petitions under3 71318 §1.181 and §1 183 currenriy pending) May 15, 2017

Mem. Op. 8;; Drder, Chrzmar Systems, Inc, 91 al. v. AflfX, LLC, No. December 8,

6:13—cy—881-1DL(E.D Tex. Oct. 22, 2014 {ECF Ne. 96)) 2016

V Mem. Op. & Order, Chrimar Systems, Inc, e! a]. v. Afi/IX, LLC, Ne. V December 8,

6:13-cy—881-.1DL(E.D. Tex. Jan. 8, 2015 (ECF No. 105)) 2.016

Mem. Op. & {)rder, CIzrz’mar Systems, Inc, ct (II. V. AlcazeI-Ijuceni,

(21521., No. 6:15—cy—163—1DL(E.D, Tex. Mar. 28, 2016 (ECF No.

123))

Mem (3p & Order, CIzrmzm‘ Systems, Inc, et aI. v. AIHRAIV, 1116.,

615117., No. 6: 15—cv—618—1RGJDL (ED Tex, Tune 20, 2016 (ECE

No L154))

Memorandum Dpinien and order on ALE’S motion to construe

certain c1aim terms 01‘ the ”012 and ’760 Patenrsflhrimar Sysz‘ems, December 8,

Inc, er a]. v. AIeateI-Lucem, 6! al, No, 6:15—cy—163-1D1_,(E,D. 2016

Tex. Sept. 27, 2016 {ECF No. 318)))

Herewirh;

May 15, 2017

December 8,

2.01 6

December 8,

201 6 
11. REAL PARTY TN TNTEREST

The Real Party in Tnteres‘r is ChriMar Systems, 1nc., the assignee of record.

TILRELATED APPEALS, TNTERFERENCES, AND TRIALS

The ‘012 Patent is also the Subject Of one (1) inter paries review proceedings, specificafly

1E1§2016—01389.

The ‘012 Patent is a, continuation apphcation 01‘ US. Patent No. 7,457,250 (the “ ‘250

Patent”), which was simi1ar1y subject 10 ex parte reexaminatien in 2010—1 1. The ‘250 Patent was
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successfitlly defended and a Reexamination Certificate was issued confirming patentability of

the subject claims without amendment.

The ‘012 Patent is further a parent application of US. Patent No. 8,902,760 (the “’ 760

Patent”), which is currently subject to ex parte reexamination} The ‘760 Patent was successfully

defended and the Office has recently issued a, Notice of intent to lssue a Reexamination

Certificate on August 9, 2017.

The following table denotes trials specifically relating to the ‘0l2 Patent:

2: 14—cv— l 0290—

AC-RSW

2:14-cV—l0292—

AC-RSW

’ 3:16—cv—sss

6: l 3—cv—880

6:13—cv—881

6:13-cV—882

6:15—cv—l63

6:15—cV—618

6:15—cv—00639—

IRG—JDL

6:15—cv—006l4—

lRG—JDL

6: lS-cv—006 l 6—

lRG-JDL

6:1 S—cv—00640-

ERG-33L

ED. Mich.

en. Mich.

Ctsco Systems, Inc. and Itnksys ILC vs.

Chrtmar Systems Inc.

Hewlett-Packard Co. vs. Chrtmar Systems Inc.

Citrtmar Systems. Inc, et ai. v. Juniper

Networks, Inc.

Chrtmar Systems, Inc., et (II. v. xlIcnteI—Lneent,

Inc. et at.

Citrtmar Systems, Inc., et aI. v. AAIX, LLC

Chrtmar Systems, Inc... et a]. v. Grantistream

Islets/works, Inc.

Citrtmar Systems. Inc, et ai. v. Samsung

Electronics Co, Ltd.

Chrtmar Systems, Inc., et (II. v. xlIcrtteI—Lueent

SA” et aI.

Citrtmar Systems, Inc., et aI. v. ADTIMN, Inc., et V
aI.

Chrtmar Systems, Inc, et nI. v. Aemntve

Networks, Inc.

Cnrtmar Systems, Inc, et a]. V. Alcateimltteent

Enterprise US4 Inc.

Citrtmar Systems. Inc. et ai. v. Edgewre (/1314

Corporattmt d/Io/n Edgecore Networks

Chrtmar Systems, Inc, et at. v. EnGentns

 
Ikefmeiogtes, Inc.

" See Application Control Number 90/0l3,802.
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6:15-cv-00616—

IRG—IDL 
6:2013—cv-00879

6:2015—cv—0061 6

6:2015—cv—00577

6:2015-cv—00619

6:2015-cv-00652

6:20 i 5—cv-00621

6:2015—cv—0061 ‘5

6:2015—cvm00164

6:2015—cv—00579

6:2015-cv—00623

6:2015—cvm00624

1, :201 Lev—0,1050

6:2015—cv—00650

6:2015—eV—00578

2:2015-cv-12565

1:2011—cvm01050

2:2015—0v—1081'I

2:2001—eV—71 i 13

4:2013-CV-01300

2:2006—cv- i 3937

ED.

ED.

ED.

ED.

ED.

ED.

ED.”

ED.

ED.

ED.

ED.

ED.

END Tex.

. Tex.

. Tex.

Tex.

Tex.

Tex .

Tex.

Tex.

Tex.

Tex.

Tex.

Tex.

E. D. De1

ED. Tex.

Tex.

Mi ch

Del.

ED. Mich

ED. Mich

ND. Cal.

ED. Mich

Cnrtmar Systems, Inc, et at’. v. 5114C Networks,

Inc.

Cnrtmar Systems, Inc. et al vs. Aastra

Technologies Limited et aI

Cnrtmar Systems, Inc. et a! vs. Accton

Iecnnot’ogy Corporation US4 et aI

Chrimar Systems, Inc. et aI vs. Advanced

Arretimr'kDew'ces, Inc.

CIN/‘t‘mar Systems, Inc. et aI vs. Advantecn

Corporation

Cnrtmar Systems, Inc. et aI vs. AIIied TeIesz's,

Inc.

Cnrtmar Systems, Inc. et aI vs. Alpha Networks,

Inc.

et aI vs. AfiIX, LILC

et aI vs. AIMX, ILLC

et‘ aI vs. Arrowspan, Inc.

CIN/‘t‘mar Systems, Inc. et aI vs. AS’USIek

Computer InternationaI, Inc.

Chrimar Systems, Inc.

Cnrtmar Systems, Inc.

Cnrtmar Systems, Inc.

Cnrtmdr Systems, Inc. et aI vs. ASUS Computer

InternationaI

Cnrtmar Systems Inc. et aI v. Ctsco Systems Inc.

et a! (Avaya)

Chrimar Systems, Inc. et aI vs. BeIkt‘n

InternationaI, Inc.

Chrimar Systems, Inc. et at’ vs. Btamp Systems

Corporation

Ctsco Systems, Inc. us. Cnrz’mar Systems, Inc.

Cnrtmdr Systems Inc. et aI VS. Cisco Systems Inc.
1 Transferred

et aI

Cisco Systems, Inc. vs. Cnrt'mar Systems, Inc.

Chrimar Systems Inc. vs. Ctsco Sys Inc

Cnrtmar Systems Inc. et aI VS. Ctsco Systems Inc. Q‘ i 13611
et aI

Cnrtmar Systems, Incorporated v. I) Link

Systems, Incorporated
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Open
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Dismissed

Dismissed

Dismissed

Dismissed

Dismissed
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Judgment

Deciai‘aiory

Judgment
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2:2009—0v—00044

6:2015-cv—00639

6:2015—cv-00628

i:2011—cv~01050

4:2013—cv—01300

3:2016-CV-00897

2:2006—cv— 13936

2:2009—cv—0008‘5

3 :2009-cvr-045 i6

6:2015—cv—00580

2:2015—cV—108 14

2:2015-cv—12569

1:2011—cvr-01050

4:2013—0v—01300

6:2015-CV-00532

6:2015—(3v—00583

6:2015—cv—0063 1

2:2009-CV-00230

6:2015—0v—00632

6:2015-CV-00633

2:2009—cv-00085

3 :2016—cv—00624

en.

en.

ED.

ED. Tex.

ED Tex.

en. Tex.

en. Dei.

ND. en.

ND. Cal.

en. Mich

ED. Tex.

ND. Cal.

ED. Tex.

ED. i‘viich

ED iviich

ED. Dei.

ND. Cal.

Tex.

Tex.

TeX.

Tex.

Tex.

Tex .

Tex.

ND. Cal.

Cnrimcir Systems Inc. vs. Dmmex Corporation

Chrimnr Systems, Inc. et cti vs. Dell Inc. et a]

Cnrimcir Systems Inc. et cn' vs. Edimctx Computer .
‘ Licensed

Company

Cnrimar S stems Inc. rt 052' vs. Cisco S istems Inc.
a I b I Transferred

et (1! (Extreme Networks)

Chrimor Systems Inc. et (1! vs. Cisco Systems Inc. ,
' Licensed

et (ti {Extreme Networks)

CIN/‘imcir Systems, Inc. et ai v. Fortinet, Inc.

Cnrimar Systems, Incorporated v. Fozmdry

Newer/Es, Incorpomtect7

Chrimor Systems, Inc. vs. Gorrettcom, Inc., et a]

Citrimar Systems, Inc. vs. Garrettcom, Inc., et oi

Chrimor Systems, Inc. et at! v. Hem/1174 Security

Inc

Hey-i/Iett—Pclckcird Compctny v. Chrimnr Systems,

Inc.

Hewiett-Pctckard Co. et a! v. Cnrimar Systems,

Inc.

Cnrimor Systems Inc. et oi vs. Cisco Systems Inc.
‘ Transferred

et 052' (HR)

Cnrimar Systems Inc. et 052' vs. Cisco Systems Inc.
‘ Open

et a! (HP)

Htibbei’! Premise Wiring

Citrimar Systems, Inc. et aI v. IPItomy

Communications; LIE

Cnrimcir Systems, Inc. et in v. Keysccin Inc.

Chrimnr Systems, Inc. et cn' v. ,Korenix US4

Corporation

CIN/‘imcir Systems Inc. v. KTI Network, Inc. et aI

Cnrimar Systems, Inc. et a! v. Leviton

ii/Im’tnfctctnring Company, Inc,

IyIicrosemi Corporation

Citrimar Systems, Inc. et ctI v. M’oxa Americas

Inc.

Cnrimcir Systems, Inc v. Gorrettcom, Inc., et a!

(Neteon)

Chrimor Systems, Inc. et at! v. NETGEdR
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6:2015—ev—00635 ED. Tex. Cnrt'mar Systems, Inc. et ct] v. NetMea’inInc. Dismissed

.h, f , ”S it ,‘I’, . i I t. Pn‘h ”(ISA : .6:2015—eV—00636 inn. Tex. (I ”mm .3” ems ”6 e a ‘ l (mt iLieensed
(.orporarton

2:2001—cvm74081 ED. Mich Cnrnnar Sys Inc. v. Ponr’erdsine LTD, er a! Licensed

. , Chrimar Systems, Inc. et a! v. Reckweli . .
6:2015—ev—(10637 1 ED. Tex. g . 1 Dismissed

Automation, Inc. a

3:201 6—eV—OO l 86 ND. Cal. Chrimar Sfizstems, Inc. et ai v. Ruckus Wireless Open
Inc. 1

6:2015-eV—00645 ED. Tex. Cizr'z‘mcn‘ Systems, Inc. at 615117. SrctrTechcont USA Licensed
LLP. 1

_ _. . Cnrnnar Systems, Inc. at aI v. Transition 1 .
6:2015-ev-00642 11.1). “leis. ‘ Licensed

1 Netwnrks, Inc. :

6:2015—ev—00646 ED. Tex. Cnrt'mar Systems, Inc. et ct] v. chon Systemsjnc. Licensed

Chi/inter Systems, Inc. v. Wittersw‘v’ez'work 'fix) _,‘,_ In; . 1- 1 I‘,

1......008 es 00453 ED. Tex. Systems, IILC Linensed
ntnznreeeas3 USPTO Deli Cancelled

ll’RZOle-GBSQ nsrte Jumper Active

ln process 0f

being cancelled
TPR2016—Gl425 USPTO [II—Link

IV. PENBENG E’E'E‘ETEGNS {FEEDER 37 CFR §1.181 AND §l.183

it is neted that Petitions under 37 CPR §1.181 and §1.183 are currently pending before

the Director in eenneetien with the Examiner’s refusal to enter Declarations under 37 CFR

§1_132 by Mr. Albert MeGilvra and Mr. .1 ehn Austerrnann, 111 that were filed in connection with

Patent Gwner’s Response te Final Office Action filed en May 15, 2017. The Petitions were

timely filed en August 14, 2917. The Patent Owner makes reference t0 the aforementiened

Deelaratiens within the present Appeal Brief in antieipatien of grant of the Petitiens. To the

extent that the Declarations are not entered into the record of the present matter by the Director,

Patent aner requests the Board to eensider remanding the appeal as the appeal is net ripe fer

eensideratien ef the Board. Remanding the appeal will previde fer entry of the Declaratiens

inte the record to properly instruct, inform. and equip the Board as to the technical attributes of

Page 10 0f126
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the disclosed invention. The Patent Owner has appealed the premature finality of the proceeding

and the refusal to consider evidence that was presented in response to arguments that were set

forth for the first time in the Final Office Action

V. SUhllVlARY GE CLAER’EED SUBJECT h’lATTER

The following summary correlates claim elements to specific emhodiments descrihed in

the specification of the ‘Ol2 Patent, but does not in any manner limit claim interpretation. Due

to the breadth of the specification of the “OlZ Patent, the present recitation should not be

regarded as being exhaustive, but rather is offered only to facilitate the Board’s understanding of

the subject matter of this appeal.

Generally, the claims are directed to adapting a piece of Ethernet data terminal equipment

or an adapted piece of Ethernet data terminal equipment by arranging or associating impedance

within a path of the Ethernet data terminal equipment to distinguish the piece of Ethernet data

terminal equipment.

lndependent Claim 1 claims a method for adapting a piece of Ethernet data terminal

equipment, the piece of Ethernet data terminal equipment having an Ethernet connector, the

method comprising: selecting contacts of the Ethernet connector comprising a plurality of

contacts (see, eg, Abstract; FlG. 4, ref. 3A; FlG. 8, ref. llo, FIGS. 14 & l5, Col. 3, ll. 36-37,

Col. 5, ll. 16—20; Col. l2, ll. 1—3, Col. 12, ll. l3—l4), the selected contacts comprising at least one

of the plurality of contacts of the Ethernet connector and at least another one of the plurality of

contacts of the Ethernet connector (_ see, e.g, Abstract, FIG. 4, ref, 3A,; PK}, 8, ref. l l6; Fle, 14

8:; l5; Col. 3, ll. 36—37, Col. 5, ll. 16-20; Col. 2., ll. 1-3; Col. 12, ll. l3—l4), coupling at least one

path across the selected contacts of the Ethernet connector (see, eg, ElG. 8; Col. 5, ll. 28~3l,

Page ll of l26
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Col. 5, ll. 33—35; Col. 9, ll. 27-30), and associating distinguishing information about the piece of

Ethernet data terminal equipment to impedance within the at least one path (see, e.g., Abstract;

sin. 3, Col. 3, ll. 36—37, Col. 6, ll. 11—13; Col. 8, ll. 51—57; Col. 12, ll. 1—3, Col. l2, ll. l3-l4).

independent Claim 3i claims an adapted piece of Ethernet data terminal equipment

comprising: an Ethernet connector comprising a plurality of contacts (see, e.g., Abstract; FIG. 4,

3A, rm. 8, ref. llo, FlGS. l4 a: 15,001. 3,1i. 36-37;, Col, an. 16—20, Col. i2,1i i3, (:01. 12,

ll. 13—14); and at least one path coupled across selected contacts (see, eg, FIG. 8; Col. 5, ll. 28—

3l, Col. 5, ll. 33—35; Col. 9, ll. 27—30), the selected contacts comprising at least one of the

plurality of contacts of the Ethernet connector and at least another one of the plurality of contacts

of the Ethernet connector (see, eg, Abstract; FlG. 8;, Col. l2, ll. l-3, Col. l2, ll. 13-14), wherein

distinguishing information about the piece of Ethernet data terminal equipment is associated to

impedance within the at least one path (see, cg, Abstract; FIG. 3, Col. 3, ll. 36-37; Col. 6, ll. ll—

13, Col. 8, n. 5i—57, Col. 12,11, 1—3, Col. 12,11. 13—14).

lndependent Claim 67 claims a method for adapting a piece of terminal equipment, the

piece of terminal equipment having an Ethernet connector, the method comprising: coupling at

least one path across specific contacts of the Ethernet connector (see, c.g Abstract, ElG. 4, ref.

3A, ElG. 8, ref. ll6, PlGS. l4 8; l5, Col. 3, ll. 36—37, Col. 5, ll. will); Col. l2, ll. l-3, Col. l2,

ll. 13—14), the at least one path permits use of the specific contacts for Ethernet communication

ll. 28—3l‘7
(see, e.g., Eli}. 8, Col. 5 Col. 5, ll. 33-35, Col. 9, ll. 27—30), the Ethernet connector

comprising the contact l through the contact 8 (see, e.g, FIGS. l4 & l5), the specific contacts of

the Ethernet connector comprising at least one of the contacts of the Ethernet connector and, at

least another one of the contacts of the Ethernet connector (see, eg, F168, 4 81. 8); and arranging

Page l2 of l26
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impedance within the at least one path to distinguish the piece of terminal equipment (see, eg,

Col. 2, it. 49—58; Col. 6,11. 25—33).

independent Claim 108 claims an adapted piece of terminal equipment having an

Ethernet connector, the piece of terminal equipment comprising: at least one path coupled across

specific contacts of the Ethernet connector (see, eg, Abstract; ElG. 4, ref. 3A; FIG 8, ref llo;

FIGS. l4 & l5, Col. 3, ll. 36-37, Col. 5, ll. lo—ZO, Col. 12, ll. l-3, Col. 12, ll. l3—l4), the at least

one path permits use of the specific contacts for Ethernet communication (see, eg, FIG. 8, Col.

5, ll. 28—3l, Col. 5, ll. 33—35; Col. 9, ll. 27—30), the Ethernet connector comprising the contact l

through the contact 8 (see, e.g, ElGS. 14 & l5), the specific contacts comprising at least one of

the contacts of the Ethernet connector and at least another one of the contacts of the Ethernet

connector (see, eg, FlGS. 4, 8, l5, & l6), impedance within the at least one path arranged to

distinguish the piece ofterminal equipment (see, eg, C2, ll. 5468, Col. 6, ll. 3l-33).

VI, ARGUhlENT

A. SUMMARY GE FATE NT GEE/NEWS APPEAL

'l‘he ‘OlZ Patent claims an innovative and beneficial Ethernet data terminal equipment.

The claimed equipment improved on then—existing Ethernet terminal equipment, because it can

use its impedance that is physically associated with the Ethernet terminal equipment to convey

information, which distinguishes it from another piece of Ethernet terminal equipment.

The Requester has applied grounds employing numerous teachings of the cited prior art,

namely the Cummings, Maman, and PCnet references, that do not teach the claim limitations

alone or in combination. Moreover, the Requester has failed to articulate a primafacie case of

obviousness and, in particular, has failed to (l) articulate a. reason why a. PHOSlTA would
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combine the prior art references; (2) have an adequate evidentiary basis for that finding; and (3)

provide a satisfactory explanation, for the motivation finding that includes an express and

“rational” connection with the evidence presented as required by in re Lee“? The Requester and

the Office have only stated, 272 i010: “Cummings and Maman both describe theft prevention

using impedance detection.”3 This conclusory statement is grossly insufficient to support a

primafircie case of oh‘viousness,

The claims of the ‘OlZ Patent are each directed to a method of adapting a piece of

Ethernet data terminal equipment (independent Claims l, 67) or a piece of Ethernet data terminal

equipment (independent Claims 3i, res) that define structure to physically and permanently

associate impedance to a. piece of Ethernet terminal equipment in accordance with the disclosed

embodiments. That is, the claims of the ‘Ol2 Patent clearly recite that “distinguishing

information” “about the piece of Ethernet data terminal equipment” itself is “associated” to

“impedance Within . . . [a] path” “across selected/specific contacts of the Ethernet connector” of

the “Ethernet data terminal equipment” such “distinguishing information” distinguishes the

Ethernet data terminal equipment.4

Moreover, the rejections set forth by the Requester and adopted by the Office do not

provide any physical solution for the claim limitation of the piece of Ethernet data terminal
\

equipment itself

 

each of the rejections is predicated on an entire system configuration including

a plurality of ancillary components. The proposed combinations advanced by the Requester are

predicated on references that fail to teach ever adapting a piece of Ethernet data temrinal

equipment. lnstead, the proposed, combinations advanced by the Requester and adopted by the

2 Discussed in greater detail herein below.
3 Request for Ex Parte Reexamination of US. Patent No. 8,l55,012 filed April 27, 2M6 (hereinafter the “Request”;
page 27.

4 See independent Claims 1, 3 l, 67, and 108.
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Office verbatim are based primarily on US. Patent No. 5,406,260 to Cummings, which discloses

four PCs with an “identical” (and not detectable) impedance, to support an argument that PCs

can be distinguished based on impedance. it is factually impossible to distinguish PCs via the

use of impedance when all of the PCs have the “same” impedance. Notably, the impedance

(actually, admittance) in the path within the PCs of Cummings is much less than the resistance in

the data lines used to connect the PCs to the network, (which are used by the Requester to

complete the combined Ethernet system), which in reality makes it impossible to detect any

impedance associated with the PC by a central piece of equipment. it may be worth noting that

this reality was part of the motivation and catalyst for “physically adding” impedance to the PCs

(by way of “adapting . . . Ethernet data terminal equipment”) as taught and patented in the

present ‘OlZ Patent. This physically added impedance provided a detectable impedance (an

impedance greater than that of the data lines) and allowed a piece of Ethernet data terminal

equipment to have an impedance that is different than the other Ethernet data terminal

equipment.

Furthermore, the proposed combinations and the corresponding rejections attempt to

combine the tapped data communication lines of Cummings (ie. that is, cables connecting a hub

to a computer that are physically disconnectable from the hub and, the computer) with a micro-

switch or shorting bar of an AC power cable solution of Martian. The present rejections state

that disconnection of the data communication lines of Cummings or the disconnection of the AC

power cord of Maman provide “distinguishing information” about the computer. This is

incorrect.

ln fact, the present rejections fails to appreciate that l) Cummings and Martian are

physically incompatible solutions to the same problem (the AC power cable solution is fatal to
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the Ethernet communications within the data communication lines of Cummings), 2) that each

and every independent claim require a “path” coupled across “selected/specific contacts” of the

“Ethernet connector” of the “Ethernet data terminal equipment” and “impedance within the at

74‘

least one path” heing associated/arranged to “distinguishing inforination/distinguish" the piece

of Ethernet data terminal equipment” or a variation thereof; and 3) reliance on any disconnection

event for information necessarily fails to meet at least one of the specifi ‘ claim limitations (idea

coupling a path).

The present rejections overlook the fact that the claims of the ‘OlZZ Patent specifically

require that the “Ethernet data terminal equipment” itself includes the claimed elements that

permit the Ethernet data terminal equipment itself to achieve the resultant benefits The structure

of the claims and associated antecedent hasis require interpretation of the claim to be limited to

only the Ethernet data terminal equipment, without regard to ancillary Ethernet network

components. This is made clear in each independent claim; which is specifically directed to

Ethernet data terminal equipment “having an Ethernet connector”5 or “comprising an Ethernet

connector”? The ownership of the Ethernet connector is part of the Ethernet data terminal

equipment and is not (nor cannot he) an ancillary component of the Ethernet data terminal

equipment. There is further support for this in lEEE 802.3i, which states specifically states

“[t]he plug connector Shall be used on the twisted-pair link segment and themes on the A414, U.”7

Consequently, the claimed structure that requires the “Ethernet connector comprising a plurality

of contacts” or “contacts of the Ethernet connector,” thus requires the contacts to be part of the

Ethernet data terminal equipment. Finally; the “path coupled across the . . . contacts of the

‘ Independent Claims 1, 6'7, 108

f Independent Claim 31
/ IEEE Std. 802.3i-l990, page Sl.
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Ethernet connector” thus require the path to be part of the claimed Ethernet data terminal

equipment in accordance with the disclosed embodiments illustrating the invention being formed

through the Ethernet data terminal equipment or physically and permanently attached to the

Ethernet data terminal equipment. Moreover, any interpretation otherwise contradicts the

dependent claims of the ‘OlZ Patent.

The Requester and the Office have failed to meet their burden in proving by a

preponderance of the evidence that any Ethernet data terminal equipment of Cummings is or can

be modified to meet the properly construed claims of the “012 Patent. Connecting peripheral

devices such as a mouse or keyboard or a connection to a hub via data lines; as alleged, by the

Requester; in no way modifies/adapts the piece of Ethernet terminal equipment itself, but rather

the entire Ethernet system is modified. Furthermore, the Requester and the Gffice have failed to

establish that the teaching of RCnet (which teaches PCs all having the “same” impedance like

Cummings) provides any relevant teachings relating to the present claims and how Maman

provides any motivation and likelihood of success in the proposed combination

The Requester and the thice have necessarily converted the method and equipment of

the ‘Ol2 Patent to a “binary” system that only provides physical connection status information

about the entire proposed current loop that passes through the central device, the pair of data

communication lines, and the terminal equipment, which works the same regurdr’ess of the

impedance of the Ethernet terminal equipment i.e., the impedance of the Ethernet terminal

equipment is of no consequence). However, this does not provide “distinguishing information

about the piece of Ethernet data terminal equipment” itself. When the entire proposed current

loop includes l) a. central device, 2) a pair of data. communication lines, and 3) a terminal

equipment, any discontinuity in the loop caused by disruption of current within the loop merely
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indicates that the £001) itseifis discontinuous and provides no distinguishing information about

the Ethernet data terminal equipment, much less distinguishing information associated to

impedance within apath of the Ethernet data terminal equipment as claimed.

Accordingly, the present rejections are technically and legally deficient, and should be

withdrawn.

3. BACKGRQEND

1. Background of Ethernet Technology

Ethernet systems are designed for high—speed, high frequency communication of digital

data. Ethernet data is transmitted at frequencies in the tens of megahertz. Ethernet

communications are susceptible to noise and degradation. in l990, the lnstitute of Electrical and

Electronics Engineers (lEEE) published an Ethernet standard, which covered “lOEase-T.” ln

l995, the lEEE puhlished another standard covering “lOOBase—T” Ethernet. Unlike other system

technologies, Ethernet data can only travel one direction on a twisted wire—pair. To send and

receive data, two twisted wire-pairs are needed.

As late as 1999—2000, the lEEE experts were skeptical that the same wires used for

Ethernet could he used to deliver operating power to Ethernet terminal equipment without

damaging the equipment or degrading the Ethernet data signal.

At the time of the present invention 0997), “Standard lOBase—T Ethernet [was] still the

most common type of network architecture in use.” lEEE 802.3 — the standard for lOEase—T

Ethernet---required an Rl—45 “MDl connector” having eight contacts. Four of those contacts

(contacts 1, 2, 3, and 6‘) were used to carry data, the other four contacts (contacts 4, 5, 7, and 8)

were not used.
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2° The {invention at the ’tl‘lZ Patent Claims

The ’OlZ Patent is directed to methods and systems for managing a remote piece of

equipment (Ethernet data terminal equipment 3A) that connects within a wired BaseT Ethernet

network. The invention “relates generally to computer networks and, more particularly, to a

network management and security system for managing, tracking, and identifying remotely

. - . . :8 . .. . .

located electronic equipment on a network.’ The “invention is particularly adapted to be used,

. . . e . i . . , 779

With an misting [iii/terrier communications link or equivalents thereof.
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This invention allowed the patentees to solve a number of problems associated with

prior—art asset-management systems. As the speciti cation of the ‘012 Patent explains:

[The prior art was} generally incapable of detecting the electrical

connection status of equipmentij it cannot detect the physical

location of equipment, the idetitifiiing name of entrapment is not

permanent, and the monitored assets must lie powered—ulna

Therefore, a method for permanently idetitifiiing an asset

by attaching an external or internal device to the asset and

communicating witn that device using existing network wiring or

caliling is desirable. . . . Such a device would allow a company to

track its assets, locate any given asset, ana’ count the total number

ofidentified assets at any given time, thus significantly reducing its

[total cost ofownersnip] ofia'entified assets,10

in short, the patentees were looking for a way to identify, communicate with, and manage

distributed assets in a Basel“ Ethernet network, over existing i’ietwork wires, even when the assets

(eg, PCs, workstations) were operationally turned off. The innovative equipment and methods

described and claimed by the ’Ql2 Patent achieve each of these goals. Specifically, they adapt a

piece of (Ethernet) data terminal equipment so that they are able to: (l) convey distinguishing

information ahout themselves when physically connected to a central piece of equipment eg, a

“’ m2 Patent at 1:63—22ll.
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huh, over the same lines used to transmit high—frequency data communications to the terminal

equipment, without interrupting the high—frequency data. communicationsfl; and (2) convey

distinguishing information about an asset (e. g, Ethernet terminal equipment) even with the asset

c l2
powered off.

C. PRGPER CGNSTRUCTIQN 8F CLAlh/l TERRIS

l. Broper Legal Claim Construction Must Be Legally Correct and

Supported by the Patent Specificatioin and Statements Made Can Be

Belied Go To Support Brosecution Disclaimer in Construing Claims

in or parts reexamination of an unexpired patent, the foice gives the claims the broadest

reasonable construction consistent with the specification. In re Yamoto, 740 F.2d l596, l57l

(Fed. Cir. l984l).13 The broadest reasonable construction, however, is still bounded by what is

t'egm’hi correct and isngmorted fry the potent specification. A/[tcrosofi Corp. v. Pratt/canny Inc,

789 F.3d l292, 1298 (Fed. Cir. 2015).

The Federal Circuit has acknowledged the difficulty in construing claims that are

involved in both reexamination/inter porter review and litigation, but emphasizes that the

broadest reasonable interpretation (BRl) must be “to light of the specification.” The Court

stated:

This is a close and difficult case because of the standard that the

Board uses to construe claims The Board applies the broadest

reasonable construction standard even in B’Rs which are litigation—

like contested proceedings before the Board. The Board uses this

standard even when the identical patent may be simultaneously in

litigation involving the identical parties and where the district court

H See, eg ’012 Patent at Heft—66 (“The system transmits a signal over pro-existing network wiring or cables
without disturbing network communications . . . .”).

‘3' See, e.g 3012 Patent at 4:66—67 (describing an embodiment of the invention “capable of identifying the existence
and location of network assets without power being applied to the assets”); in’. at l2248—50 (Tithe system provides

a means for pennanently identifying the location of network assets without applying power to the assets”).

"3 Patent Owner notes that claim construction in reexamination is broader than in litigation. Thus nothing in this
Appeal Brief should be taken as an assertion regarding how the claims should be construed in litigation.
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would be deciding the correct construction consistent with Phillips

V. AWH Corp, 415 F.3d l303 (Fed. Cir. 2005) (en harmilhus, it is

possible to have two different forums construing the same term in

the same patent in a dispute involving the sanre parties but using

different standards. if we were tasked with reviewing the Board’s

construction according to Phillips, and in fact if the Board had

applied the Phillips standard rather than the broadest reasonable

construction, this case would he straight—forward. PFC

Broadhandls construction is the only construction of the term

consistent with the use of the same term throughout the

specification. But this case is much closer under the broadest

reasonable interpretation standard given the ordinary meanings

attributable to the term at issue. We conclude that while close, the

Board ’5 construction is not reosonobie in light (nine specification.

PPC Broadband it Con/ring Option! Communications, 8 l 5 F.3d 747 (2M6), Nos. 20l5—l364.

2. l’rnper Claim Construction in Light of Specification of the “Oil l’atent

and ()rdinary Skill in the Art

a). Current Construction ofthe Ciointeri germs Being Appiied in the

Corresponding Inter Fortes Review.

At the outset, the Patent Gwner notes the following claim construction is being applied in

corresponding inter porter; reviews in connection with the ‘012 Patent and its related patent

family.

“distinguishing information about the piece of Ethernet

“distinguishing information” data terminal equipment is associated to impedance

(Claims 1, 3, 15—20, 3l, 33, 45-50) within the at least one path.” See Case No. lPR20l6~

(H389, Paper 12 at 9—10.

 

“Basel” “twisted pair Ethernet in accordance with the lOBASE—T

(Claims 6, l4, l6, l7, 26, 30, 36, 44, or lQGBASE—T standards” See Case No. $112016-

46, 47, 5‘6, 60, l04, 145) 01398, Paper 9 at ll—l2.
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The word “protocol” has a well understood meaning in

the networking field A protocol, as defined in the

computer networking field, is “a mutually agreed upon

“protocol” method of communication.” See the lnternet Engineering

{Claims 5, 35, 73, U4) Task Force l993 paper titled “FYI on ‘What is the

intern et‘? ’ ” (avai l able at

https ://toolsietforgg’html/rfc l 462.) No further

construction necessary.

  
5)). Prior Claim Constructionsfrom the District-{burr Litigation

Certain terms of the ‘0l2 Patent and several of its related patents sharing a. common

specification have loeen construed in district court litigation and have faced several motions for

summary judgment of invalidity and noninfringement. None of the claims involved was found

invalid. lt is understood that under reexamination a broadest reasonable interpretation (Bill)

standard is applied; however, the following is presented merely for consideration as to how these

terms have been construed in district court litigation. it is noted that not all claims have been

construed; however, the Patent Owner suhmits that like terms in like claims should be construed

similarly.

“twisted pair Ethernet in accordance with the lGBASE—T

“Basel” or lOOBASE—T standards”

(Claims 36, 56, and 60) Exhibit E, claim—eonstructi on order at l8; Exhibit F,

claim—construction order at 23.

“information to distinguish the piece of Ethernet data

terminal equipment item at least one other piece of

Ethernet data terminal equipment”

Exhibit A, claim—construction order at 15; Exhibit F,

claim-construed on order at 22.

“distinguishing information about

the piece of Ethernet terminal

equipment”

(Claim 3i)
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“device at which Ethernet data transmission can originate
“Ethernet data. terminal equipment” . ,,or terminate

l i 31
(C airn ) Exhihit F, claim-construction order at 16.

“impedance” “opposition to the flow of current”

(Claims 31 and 35) Exhibit E, claim-construction order at 12

“path permitting energy transfer”

Exhibit E, claim-construction order at 22; Exhibit F,

claiin-constructi on order at 23.

“path coupled across”

(Claim 31)

The court held that “adapted” should be construed

consistently with its plain and ordinary meaning to mean,

‘designed, configured, or made in accordance with the

elements of claim 1.”

Exhihit B, claim—construction order at 17; Exhihit G,

claim construction order at 7.

Preamble of Claim 31:

“an adapted piece of Ethernet data

terminal equipment”

  
3. Argument in Support of Proper Claim Construction in Light of

Specification of the ‘tllZ l’atent anti Grettinary Skill in the Art

in light of the foregoing the Patent aner submits that construction of the claimed terms

in the present ‘012 Patent cannot be contrary to the “clear meaning” of the claims (see

D Lagosiiito and Straight Polk [P Group) and, is bounded by What is iegoiiy correcl and

supported by the potent specification (see ,A/iierosofi Corp). The Patent Owner submits the

following in connection with the claimed terms

a). “Ethernet Brita Termiitoi Equipment” — 3’7'16 Claims Are

Specificailft/ Directed To a Piece of’Elhemez Doro Terminal

Equipment, ontizire Not 2"o Be Comirtieti To Include Ancillary

Ethernet System Components
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Each of the independent claims of the ‘012 Patent is specifically directed to “a piece of

7314

Ethernet data terminal equipment. it is important to note that the term Ethernet data terminal

equipment or terminal equipment having an Ethernet connector, when interpreted consistent with

the specification and as commonly used by these having ordinary skill in the art, does not
 

include other ancillary Ethernet system cempenentry, such as data communication lines (data

communication links), central devices (hubs), and the like. The terminal equipment is separate

and apart from the central device and data communication lines. See, McC-iilvra Declaration,

it‘ll l, 12. it should also he understood that the impedance is physically added to and made part

of the Ethernet terminal equipment and is NOT an ancillary component. This is well

documented in the ‘012 specification.

However, in the Request, the Requester attempts to combine the teachings of Cummings

and Maman to include the use of the transmit wires 44 and 46 and data communication link id of

Cummings to read on the claims of the ‘012 Patent that are specifically directed to Ethernet data

terminal equipment. The Patent Owner suhmits that this violates the “broadest reasonable

interpretation” (E R1) standard of “Ethernet data terminal equipment” and “data terminal

equipment having an Ethernet connector,” as claimed, by attempting to include physical structure

that is not part of Ethernet data terminal equipment (as that term is readily understood in the

art)—namely, the Requester is attempting to use the physical structure of the transmit wires 44

and 46 and the data communication link 14 that fonn an entire Ethernet system and not just the

Ethernet data terminal equipment—to read on the claims of the ‘Ol2 Patent that are specifically

directed to a “piece of Ethernet data terminal equipment” itself, which, as the ‘QlZ specification

discloses, is not part of the Ethernet data terminal equipment.

"4 independent Claims l, 31, 67, and l08.
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As indicated above, Patent Owner notes that according to the Federal Circuit in 2016; the

BRI standard must be interpreted in light of the Specification. PFC Broadband Inc. v. Corning

Optical Commc ’ns, Docket No. 2015-1364 (Fee. Cir. 2016) at 7. Moreover, the Federal Circuit

noted that application of broadest reasonable interpretation standard must he done within the

“context of this technology” and “it [would] Seemfl odd to construe the term . . . without

recognizing the context of its use in terms of the [item] at issue,” Ia’. at 7.

in this case, Patent {)wner notes that, as set forth in 113513 Std. 8023-1998, data terminal

equipment (Ethernet data terminal equipment) is defined as “14.88 data terminal equipment

(Ethernet data terminal equipment): Any source or a’esttnatton of data connected to the local area

network.”15 1131313 Std 80231—19903 turther describes “Data Terminal Equipment (Ethernet data

terminal equipment)” can he used in conjunction with “repeaters” (which are referred to as huhs

1 in the ‘012 Patent); Yet, the IEEE 802—3i—1990 notes that the “repeater amt [huh central

device} is not a Ethernet data terminal equipment7’16

1n the specification of the ‘Ol2 Patent, it is clearly understood by a person having

ordinary skill in the art (PHQSl'l‘A) that the terminal equipment includes the remote module 16

and the remote module l6 is part of the Ethernet data terminal equipment and is separate from

data communication lines or a central equipment. This can be seen in FIG. 2, wherein the remote

module 16 is physically attached to the terminal device (ie P 7 3a); in 1.311218, 11—13., wherein the

remote module 16 is contained within a box 23 that is physically coupled to the PC 3a; and in

FIG. 15, wherein the remote module is the Etherloch ll) card mounted in the PC. in each and

every embodiment of the ‘012 Patent, the remote module 16 is presented as being part of the

‘5 11-31313 Std. 8023-1998, page 16 (emphasis added). Emphasis throughout this Appeal Brief is that of the Patent
Owner, unless otherwise noted.

‘6 11-31313 Std. 80231-1990, page 21.
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terminal equipment and is never part of the “pm—existing conductors (EA-2D)” or “data

communication link”? the “central module 15a”, the “huh l” or other system—wide Ethernet

componentry as proposed hy the Requester. See, McGilvra Declaration, Wl l, 12.

Therefore, it should he understood that “Ethernet data terminal equipment” and “terminal

equipment having an Ethernet connector,” to which the present claims are specifically and

positively recited (both in the preamble and the body of the claim)? do not include system

components such as a central device, network security systems, data communication lines, or

components of an Ethernet network other than the terminal equipment itself. The claims of the

‘Ql2 Patent are directed specifically and only to the terminal equipment. See) McGilyra

Declaration? W1 l, l2.

Therefore, these claim terms should not he interpreted in such a way that is devoid of the

specific teachings contained in the specification nor the context of their use as understood by a

PHQSTTA. The Patent Owner submits that the claims of the “012 Patent must be construed as being

limited to Ethernet data terminal equipment or terminal equipment as those terms are understood in

the art and in light of the plain meaning in the specification of the ‘012 Patent

5)). The Ciaimed Eiemeats are Part af'Ethemet Data Terminal

Equipment — The Claim Language Limits Interpretation ofthe

Claim Elements to be Part of the Piece QfEthcrtiet Data Terminal

Equipment ana’ ,Not Ancillary Equipment

Each of the independent claims of the ‘0l2 Patent is directed to a “piece of Ethernet data
,7

terminal equipment.”1 ’ The elements of the independent claims relate hack specifically to each

aforementioned element thereby tracing their inclusion and antecedents directly to the piece of

Ethernet data terminal equipment and not to any ancillary Ethernet componentiy. it also clear

{7 “01:2 Patent, Claims 1, 3i, <37, and res.
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that the Ethernet data terminal equipment in the claims do not require the Ethernet data terminal

equipment to be connected to data lines or a network Via. data. lines.

Specifically? independent Claim l, for example, claims a method for adapting “a piece of

Ethernet data terminal equipment.” The method includes “selecting contacts of the Ethernet

connector.” The claim further defines that the Ethernet connector comprises “a plurality of

contacts” The method includes “at least one of the plurality of contacts of the Ethernet

connector and at least another one of the plurality of contacts of the Ethernet connector.” The

method then includes “coupling at least one path across the selected contacts of the Ethernet

connector.” lt is noted that due to antecedent the path is coupled across the selected contacts of

the Ethernet connector of the Ethernet a'ata terminal equipment. Finally, the method includes

“associating distinguishing information about the piece of Ethernet data terminal equipment to

impedance within the at least one path,” wherein that path (again) is across the selected contacts

of the Ethernet cant/rector of the Ethernet data terminal equipment. This analysis is equally

applicable to the remaining independent Claims 3 l, 67., and 108.

Therefore, because the specified steps require a “path” coupled across “selected contacts”

of the “Ethernet connector” of the “Ethernet data terminal equipment” and “impedance within

the at least one path” being associated to “distinguishing information” “about the piece of

Ethernet data. terminal equipment,” it should be recognized that the claims of the ‘OlZ Patent

must be interpreted as requiring these method steps and apparatus structure to be part of the

claimed Ethernet a’ata i‘errninat7 equipment itset’f and excludes things that are not part of the

Ethernet data terminal equipment, such as data cables and hubs. Therefore, based on the claimed

structure and the associated antecedent basis, the claimed l) path across the selected contacts and

2) the information about the piece of Ethernet data terminal equipment associated to impedance
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within this path together define elements that are not present or combinable from the teachings of

the recited prior art, which will be addressed herein below.

Moreover, the recited “the Ethernet connector” of the Ethernet data terminal equipment
 

(known as an Ethernet jack, which is a female connector used with Ethernet terminal equipment)

remains a single Ethernet connector. That is, the “plurality of contacts” refers only to “the

Ethernet connector,” which was previously claimed as being part of the Ethernet data. terminal

equipment-------thereby not permitting interpretation to include multiple connectors within an

Ethernet system (ie. the Ethernet connector of the Ethernet data terminal equipment cannot be

interpreted to include an Ethernet plug (male connector for a Ethernet cable) or other structure of

other Ethernet system components). Moreover, the “selecting/selected contacts” of “the Ethernet

connector” are selected from the plurality of contacts of the recited singular Ethernet

connector—thereby not permitting interpretation to include any other connector within the

overall Ethernet network system (which is not in the “OlZ Patent’s claims).

Finally, the recited step of “coupling at least one path across the selected contacts of the

Ethernet connector” of the Ethernet data terminal equipment continues to prevent interpretation

of the at least one path being separate from the selected contacts of the Ethernet connector of the

Ethernet data terminal equipment. In essence, the claims require that the steps and apparatus are

part of the Ethernet data terminal equipment itself.

c). “Path” _ The Ciaim Language Limits Interpretation ofthe “Path ”

to he Part of the Piece ofEthei‘net Data Terminal Equipment

As described herein, because the specified steps require a “path” coupled across “selected

contacts” of “the Ethernet connector” of the “Ethernet data terminal equipment” and “impedance

“/7 (is

within the at least one path” being associated to “distinguishing information about the piece of
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Ethernet data terminal equipment,” it should he recognized that the claims of the ‘012 Patent

must be interpreted as requiring these method steps and apparatus structure to be part of the

Ethernet data terminal equipment itself Particularly, the claimed “path” of each of the

and l08 must be part of the claimed piece of Ethernet data
)

independent Claims l, 3], 67

terminal equipment per the claims and for the invention to work.

 
in fact, the claimed “path” in each independent claim is defined as being coupled

“across” the selected/specific contacts of the Ethernet connector of the piece of Ethernet data

terminal equipment. This claimed “path” is made part of, and may he integrated into the piece of

Ethernet data terminal equipment, wherein the alleged data communication cable (which the

Requester uses for disconnection detection) of the cited prior art is not “made part of" or

integrated into” the Ethernet data terminal equipment. in fact, it is well known by a PHOSlTA

that the data communication lines never become part of the Ethernet data terminal equipment or

central equipment. Therefore, a “path” that is part of the Ethernet data terminal equipment can

never become part of a piece of central equipment or a part of the data communication lines. it is
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always a part of the Ethernet data terminal equipment. This teaching is supported throughout the

‘0 l 2 Patent’ 3 specifi cation

(l). “Coupling a Path” and a “Coapled Path” —Any Attempted

Decoupling oftlze Claimed ”Pat/h Necessarily Fails To Read On
the Claimed Structure

independent Claims l, 31, 67, and l08 each claims “coupling at least cite path across the

selected/specific contacts of the Ethernet connector” or “at least one path coupled across

selected/specific contacts.” The claims further require associating or arranging impedance

within this path to associate distinguishing information about the piece of Ethernet data terminal

equipment.

However, any interpretation of the prior art that relies on detecting discontinuity (ie.

cable disconnection) for any information necessarily relies on “decoupling” of the claimed

“coupled path” and, therefore, fails to meet the plain meaning of the claims See, McGilvra

’7

Declaration, filfill3, 30 32. in the Request, Requester argued that Cummings teaches “sensing

“DC current signal in each of the said current loops so as to detect a change in current flow

indicative of disconnection of one of said pieces of associated equipment.” Cummings, claim

14718 However, if “disconnection” of the alleged path provides the stated information, then

such “disconnection” inherently and absolutely fails to teach “coupling a path” or a “coupled

path”, and certainly does not teach associated or arranging impedance within this path to

associate distinguishing information about the piece of Ethernet data terminal equipment, which

will he further discussed herein below, See, McGilvra Declaration, fill}, 30, 32.

Any interpretation of prior art that is predicated on “disconnection”, “discontinuity”, or

“decoupling” of an alleged path must necessarily remove the claimed path—the path is no longer

‘8 Request, at page 29.
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apath because ofthe discontinuity. Therefore, any alleged combination of prior art that relies on

discontinuity cannot coexist with the plain meaning of the claims requiring the presence of “at

least one path” coupled across selected/specific contacts of the Ethernet connector of the

Ethernet data terminal equipment and distinguishing information being associated with

impedance with this path. See, McGilvra Declaration, W3, 30, 32.

e), “Distinguishing Information” — The Distinguishing Information is

Positiveh? Claimed as Being Associated to impedance within the
Path

in the Final Office Action, the ini ce took the position, for the first time, that the claimed

“distinguishing information” is read as “distinguishing information about the piece of Ethernet

data terminal equipment, including information that differentiates it from another device,

wherein the information is capable afheing associated to impedance within the at feast one path

”19

ciaiinei _ it is submitted that this interpretation is inconsistent with the explicit limitations of

the claims of the ‘0l2 Patent.

it is noted that the independent claims of the ‘0l2 Patent, including Claims 1, 31, 67, and

lGS, specifically claim “associating distinguishing information about the piece of Ethernet data

terminal equipment to impedance within the at least one path”20, “distinguishing information

about the piece of Ethernet data terminal equipment is associated to impedance within the at

least one ath”2‘, “arran in im edance within the at least one ath to distinouish the iece ofP g g P P :3 l3

‘9 Final Office Action, page 12.
20 ‘012 Patent, claim 1.
2] ’01.? Patent, claim 3 l.
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terminal equipment”22, and “inmedance within the at least one path arranged to distinguish the

piece of terminal equipment.”23

it is important to note that the claims specifically require that the “distinguishing

information” is “about the Ethernet data terminal equipment” and is arranged/associated to

“impedance” within the “at least one path.” The claims do not merely suggest that the

“distinguishing information” can be “information . . . capabie ofheing associated to impedance

within the at least one path” as alleged by the Office.24 it is critical that the “distinguishing

information” is arranged/associate to the “impedance within the path” as explicitly claimed and

in accordance with the plaining meaning of the claim. it is further critical that the path, as

explicitly claimed, is coupled across selected/specific contacts of the Ethernet connector of the

Ethernet data terminal equipment. As set forth herein, distinguishing information about the piece

of Ethernet data terminal equipment is only arranged/associated to the path coupled across the

selected/specific contact of the Ethernet connector of the Ethernet data terminal equipment.

The Office’s interpretation of “distinguishing information” being based merely on the

“information [being] capable of being associated to impedance” fails to fully consider the

specific and positively claimed claim language and physical structure requiring that the

“distinguishing information” is associated/arranged to impedance within the path (not merely

capable of). Moreover, the intrinsic evidence contained in the originally tiled and issued

specification of the £012 Patent supports this interpretation that the distinguishing information is

indeed arranged/associated to the impedance within the path coupled across the contacts of the

Ethernet connector of the Ethernet data terminal equipment. Unless impedance within a path of

23' ‘0l2 Patent, claim 67.
23“012 Patent, claim l08.

24 Final Office Action, page 12.
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a piece of Ethernet data terminal equipment can be used to differentiate the piece of Ethernet

data terminal equipment, then it is not covered by the cl aims,

f). “About the Piece afErhemet Data Terminal Equipment” _ The

Distinguishing Information is “A bout the Piece ofEthernet Dara

Yerntz‘ual Equipment, Not a Connection Status Qfa Cable, a

Ceutra! De vice, or a Near/ark Security System

lndependent Claims l and 3 l of the ‘fllZ Patent are directed to associating distinguishing

information “about the piece of Ethernet data terminal equipment” to impedance Within the at

least one path. Claim 1 claims “associating distinguishing information about the piece of

Ethernet data terminal equipment to impedance Within the at least one path”25 and Claim 3l

claims “distinguishing information about the piece of Ethernet data terminal equipment is

associated to impedance within the at least one path.”26 it is important to note that this

distinguishing information is “about the piece of Ethernet data terminal equipment.”

As described in the originally tiled specification at Paragraph [0030], “the first

embodiment depicts , . , communicating equipment identification information, [and] the principles

of the invention may be readily extended to include the communication of more general information

such as identification of the equipment processor type and the equipment hard drive capacity.”27

This distinguishing information “about” the Ethernet data terminal equipment is specific to the

Ethernet data. terminal equipment. lt is unreasonable to broaden the plain meaning of the claim

limitation to include simple binary connection—type information (ie. connected/disconnected) about

a connection status of an entire current loop that is not bounded to any particular part of the entire

Ethernet system, especially when there is no Ethernet system per the claims. Any interpretation that

25 ‘UlZ Patent, claim l.26
‘0 l2 Patent, claim 31.

27 ‘UlZ Patent, paragraph {0030].
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reduces the claimed “distinguishing infomiation about the piece of Ethernet data terminal

equipment” to merely connection status along an entire loop extending from a central device (not in

the claims) to data communication lines (not in the claims) to terminal equipment is no longer

providing distinguishing information about the Ethernet data terminal equipment itself, but rather is

providing only cable continuity information along several components through which the current

loop extends, This cable continuity information is not “about the piece of Ethernet data terminal

equipment,” but rather is only ahout the cable or a system wide pathway, neither of which is in the

claims or are relevant to the inventions.

B. REJECTEONS UNDER 35 U.S.C. §lfi3

The rejections below were adopted by the Office essentially as presented in the Request

for Reexamination and referred to by numbers which correspond to those presented in the Order

Granting Reexamination mailed lune 21, ZOld The Patent Owner will continue to follow the

same convention, to the extent possible, and address each of the stated rejections in the order as

presented in the Office Action mailed September 8, 20in and tiirther address the specific counter

arguments presented in the Final Office Action mailed February 16, 2.017 and the Advisory

Action mailed lune l4, 2017.

1. Grounds- of Rejection to he Reviewed on Appeal

The Examiner has adopted the arguments set forth in Proposed Rejections l3-30 of the

Request without change, Each of these rejections is primarily predicated on the combination

under 35 USC §l03 of Cummings in view of Martian, and is traversed herein.
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tantra) (flannslr3,5—6,10,ll,13,16,18,19,22,24m33,35,36,40,41,43,46,

4s,49,52,54— \13, 76, 80—88, 91, 93—96, 98-104, and 106 stand rejected under 35 USC. 103(a) as

being ebyieus ever Cummings (US. Patent Ne. 5,406,260, hereinafter “Cummings”) in View 01‘

Maman (US. Patent N0. 5,034,723; hereinafter “l“vlaman”).

RE114) Claims 4, 7—9, 14, 15, 17, 34, 37-39, 44, 45, 47, 92, 105, 107—114, 117,

121, 128, 129, 132—137, and 139-148 stand rejected under 35 USC. 103(a) as being Obvious

ever Cummings in View of Maman and 13Cnet (AM79C97 PCnetTM-FAST Hardware User’s

Manual (July 1996); hereinafter “PCnet”).

RE} 15) Claims 12, 42, and 89 are allegedly ebviated under 35 USC. 103 by

Cummings in View of Maman and Annunzia‘ta et al. (US. Pat No. 4,551,671, hereinafter

“Annunziata”).

RE] 16) Claims 20, 50, 77, and 78 are allegedly obviated under 35 USC. 103 by

Cummings in View oflvlaman and lelinsen (US. Pat N0. 5,524,184; hereinafter “lolrnsen”).

R131 17) Claims 21, 23, 51, 53, 79, and 97 are allegedly obviated under 35 USC

103 by Cummings in View Of Marnan and Blecli et al. (US. Pat No. 4,173,714, hereinafter

“Blnel‘i”).

RE} 18) Claims 74, 75, and 81—86 are allegedly obviated under 35 USC. 103 by

Cummings in View of Martian and Sutterlin et al. (US. Pat N0. 5,148,144; hereinafter

“Sutterlin”).

RE] 19) Claim 90 is allegedly ebyiated under 35 USC. 103 by Cummings in View

oflvlaman and Sutterlin.
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RE} 20) Claims ll5, 1l6, and 122—127 are allegedly obviated under 35 USC. 103

by Cummings in view {if Maman, PCnet, and Libby (US. Pat No. 3,803,423, hereinafter

“Libby”).

RE] 21) Claims 118 and 119 are allegedly ebviated under 35 USC. 103 by

Cummings in view of Maman, PCnet, and lebnson.

R13} 22) Claims 120 and l38 are allegedly obviated under 35 USC. 103 by

Cummings in view (if Maman, PCnet, and Blecli.

RE] 23) Claim 130 is allegedly ebviated under 35 USC. 103 by Cummings in

view el‘Maman, PCnet, and Annunziata.

RE] 24) Claim 131 is allegedly ebvia‘ied under 35 U.S.C. 103 by Cummings in

vi evv 0f l‘vlaman, FCnet, and Suttei‘lin.

RE} 25) Claims lull, 13—19, 22, 24—4l, 43—49, 52, 54—73, '76, 80—88, 91—96, 98—114,

117, 121, 128, 1:29, 132-l37, and 139—148 stand rejected under pie—Ala 35 use. 103{a) as

being obvious ever Cummings in view efMaman and PCnet.

REE 26) Claims l2, 42, 89, and 130 are allegedly obviated under 35 USC. 103 by

Cummings in view of Maman, PCnet, and Annunziata.

RE} 27) Claims 20, 50, 77, 78, 1l8, and ll9 are allegedly obviated under 35

USC. 103 by Cummings in view et‘Maman, PCnet, and lelinsen.

R133 28) Claims 2l, 23, 5l, 53, 79, 97, 120, and 138 are allegedly obviated under

35 USC. 103 by Cummings in View 0f Maman, PCnet, and Bleeb.

RE] 29) Claims 74, 75, 81-86, 1l5, 116, and 122—127 are allegedly obviated under

35 USC. 103 by Cummings in View Of Maman, PCnet, and Libby.
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RE} 30) Claims 90 and l3l are allegedly obviated under 35 USC. ll)?» by

Cummings in View of Maman, PCnet, and Sutterlin.

2. Summary of the Cited Prior Art

n). Cummings (LES, Patent No. 5,436,260)

Cummings was cited during the prosecution of the ‘OlZ Patent.

First, Cumming teaches the use of existing wiring within a Basel Ethernet network (e. g.

lGBaseT) and the use of an existing path through a piece of terminal equipment in order to form

an associated current loop, The existing path through the piece of terminal equipment is the field

winding of an isolation transformer. The associated current loop allows for an indication of

physical connection (of the piece of terminal equipment) to the network based on the flow of

current through the associated current loop and an indication of physical disconnection {of the

piece of terminal equipment) from the network based on the cessation of flow through the

associated current loop.

Second, Cummings does not teach adapting any Ethernet data terminal equipment.

Cummings merely employs an existing field winding of an isolation transformer of the terminal

equipment to complete the current loop with transmit wires of the data. communication link, The

existing field winding is identical among terminal equipment and provides no impedance (just

admittance) therein. Moreover, Cummings specifically teaches away from adapting any Ethernet

data terminal equipment (“These approaches [ie installing special electronic card], however, are

generally undesirable since they require the incorporation of additional components into each

”28)machine.

28 Cummings, at Lei-64.
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Third, Cumming does not (and cannot) teach associating “distinguishing information”

about a piece of Ethernet data terminal equipment to “impedance,” much less to impedance

within the path through the field winding of the isolation transformer: Again, the existing field

winding is identical among each terminal equipment and provides no impedance (just

admittance) therein.

Fourth, there is no way to “distinguish” the piece of terminal equipment based on an

indication of physical connection as the path in each terminal equipment is identical That is, the

impedance/admittance for all of the terminal equipment of Cummings are identical. Moreover,

the impedance/admittance of each terminal equipment in Cummings is undetectable because it is

substantially less than the impedance in the data lines that are used to connect the terminal

equipment to the network.

Finally, Cummings (and/or Ethernet) does not teach the bridging of conductors as in

Maman, as doing so is fatal to Ethernet, and does not teach an upgraded Ethernet controller chip

much less installed on network interface as in PCnet.

b} M'rtmrm (HS: PatentNoe 53 {19343 723}

Martian was cited during the prosecution of the ‘0l2 Patent and discloses an AC power

cable for use with electronic equipment.
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First; Maman does not disclose Ethernet (and cannot be combined with Ethernet).

Second, Martian, in contrast to Cummings, does not teach the use of existing Basel"

wiring and/or a path through a piece of terminal equipment for any purpose. In fact, Mainan

disavows the use of any existing wiring including the AC wiring and/or any existing path

through a piece of terminal equipment including the AC power path.29

29 Marni/1n, at 6:25-28.
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Third, Maman, in contrast to the ‘OlZ Patent, does not teach the use of existing contacts

of an Ethernet connector for anything, much less to adapt a piece of terminal equipment as

recited in the independent claims of the ‘0l2 Patent. in fact, Maman, again disavows the use of

any existing contacts of any connector including the existing prongs and sockets of the AC

l”)

power cable.3 Maman modifies an AC power cable with a new mechanical interface that

employs bridging elements eg, a micro—switch in one end of the adapted cable or a shorting har

within the housing of the AC power cable at the equipment. See, McGilvra Declaration, filZl.

These bridging elements are part of a new mechanical interface that bridges together dedicated

status conductors (which are not part of the existing wiring) in order to determine the state of the

modified AC power cable lt should he understood that bridging of the existing data

communication lines/links and/or existing contacts is not allowed in Ethernet communications

and/or in AC power delivery. Moreover, it should be understood that these bridging elements

are not unique nor provide any particular impedance that can be associated to the electrical

equipment of Mam an.

Finally, the state of connection of the modified AC power cable of Maman does not

provide distinguishing information about “the adapted cable,” much less distinguishing

information about a piece of electrical equipment of Maman. in fact, there is no distinguishing

information “associated” or “arranged” about the electrical equipment to impedance within the

“adapted cable” of Maman.

Furthermore, the cabling, connectors, and mating elements of Maman are incompatible

with either Cummings or PCnet, or Ethernet in general, as outlined in the table below. As can be

3° Maman at 6:25-28.
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seen, the AC power cabling provided for in Maman is incompatible with Ethernet

communication (EEEE 802.30.

fiemgsrtsesi Tame

ifitanfiam‘i “item

m. {333 
c). PC1452! (AMWQCQ 7 PCuefm/LFAST Hardware User ’5 Manual

(first? ,1 996),)

PCnet discloses an upgraded Ethernet Controller Chip for PCI Local Bus and its

installation on a PCnet—FAST hoard.

First, PCnet, in contrast to Cummings, does not teach the use of existing BaseT wiring

and/or a path {IZZFOZ/lgli’l a piece of terminal equipment to form an associated current loop for anyi

purpose — at least because, as a core tenet of Ethernet, Ethernet communications signals do not

travel through a current loop.

Second, the Ethernet Controller Chip of PCnet, in contrast to the ‘012 Patent, does not

teach the use of existing contacts of an Ethernet connector to adapt a piece of terminal equipment

as recited in the independent claims of the “012 Patent. In fact, the Ethernet Control Chip

disavows the use of any existing contacts of arty Ethernet connector and uses a lot) pin surface

mount connection.
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Third, the PCnet—FAST Board does not teach a piece of Ethernet data terminal

equipment, much less a piece of terminal equipment that is “adapted” based on existing contacts

of an Ethernet connector to include a path coupled across selected or specific contacts of the

Ethernet connector and that “distinguishing information” about the piece of terminal equipment

is associated to impedance within this path. PCnet merely teaches adapting a controller on an

Ethernet NlC card, regardless of whether that NlC card is every installed in Ethernet data.

terminal equipment. lt should he noted that the new and old controller of PCnet are disposed on

an opposite side of an isolation barrier and are never within Requester’s proposed path. lt should

also be noted that all of the PCnet Ethernet NlC cards would have the same (not detectable)

impedance like is taught in Cummings, and therefore, cannot teach the ‘GlZ Parent’s claims

Finally, the bridging elements alone (from Maman) preclude any conihination of PCnet

with Maman to the extent PCnet discloses Ethernet communications.

ti). Anna's/mate at all. (US. Patent Ni). 4, 551,671)

Annunziata was cited during the prosecution of the ‘012 Patent.

Annunziata merely teaches “[a] device, method and system for testing in situ the wiring

between a. data terminal equipment and a ring or similar type local area network having a loop

conduction path with a plurality of data terminal equipment (DTE) coupled to said loop

conduction path. The DTE is provided with a mechanism for generating DC current. The DC

currents flow from the DTE through a length of interconnecting conductors and self—shorting

connectors towards the loop conduction path.”31 The Requester indicates that “Annunziata is

3] Annunziata, Abstract.
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provided for the sole purpose of illustrating a Zener diode in a media wire fault detect

mechanism.”32

First, the D'l‘E of Annunziata is never an “Ethernet data terminal equipment.” A stated above,

Annunziata was used for certain ring topology networks, which Ethernet is not a ring topology

network—it is a star topology network. Secondly, BaseT Ethernet data terminal equipment

never put power to an Ethernet cable. Thirdly, there would be no use of the DC current if there

was a DC current provided by the DTE. Fourth, the reason for the DC signal in Token King was

directed to the use of wrapback connector on shielded twisted pair cabling used by Token Ring

networks. As there are no such connectors used in Ethernet, there would be no basis to have a

DC current on the lines, ln fact, self—shorting (wrapback) connector necessary to seal the ring

and to detect broken wires in Token Ring networks are fatal to Ethernet communications hecause

it would cause a broadcast storm. Fifth, Annunziata nowhere teaches the use of a Zener diode

with his invention—the only occurrence of the term “Zener diode” appears in the Background of

the invention in the Prior Art Section. Annunziata does not provide any teachings on the use of

Zener diodes or how one would he used as claimed in the ‘012 Patent. Finally, Annunziata is

unable to detect or otherwise determine any distinguishing information about the data terminal

equipment because impedance of each data terminal equipment would be identical.

6). Johnson (2151 PatentNoo 5,524,184)

Johnson merely teaches “[aln on—line barcode printer is shown for communicating with

one of a number of host computers having various communication parameters.”33 The Requester

indicates that “Johnson is provided for the purpose of illustrating signal durations based on baud

3 Request, page 16.
33 Johnson, Abstract.
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rate ”34 However; Johnson is unable to detect or otherwise determine any distinguishing

information about the data. terminal equipment; Moreover; Johnson is silent with regard to

Ethernet and provides no motivation to combine with Cummings, Manian, and/or PCnetr

j}, Bloch er of. (MS. PatentNo. 4,1 73, 714)

Bloch was cited during the prosecution of the ‘Ol 2 Patent.

Bloch merely teaches “a circuit arrangement in which first and second communication

channels are provided over two conductor pairs which are simultaneously used for power feed

and lei-directional signaling (sic) between first and second equipment units These first and

second equipment units are a control unit and key telephone station sets in a key telephone

system.”35

There is no Ethernet anything that existed at the time of Bloch and Bloch is unable to

detect or otherwise determine any distinguishing information about the data terminal equipment

as any impedance would he fatal to sending keystrokes

g). Sutteriin at all (US. Patent No. 5,148,144)

Sutterlin was cited during the prosecution of the ‘0l2 Patent.

Sutterlin merely teaches a “data communications network for delivering power and

communications over the same cahle bundle includes a plurality of communications nodes

wherein associated with each of the nodes is a transformer having a core, a primary winding and

a secondary winding. The secondary winding has a centertap connection which either splits or

merges the current in the secondary winding to eliminate net DC flux within the transformer. A

DC/DC converter is also included for transforming the relatively high DC voltage of the cable

34 Request, page 19.
Bloch, at 2:54—er.
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down to a regulated supply potential for use by that node. The converter is coupled between the

centertap of the transformer and the cable bundle. A power source provides the DC voltage

distributed across the network and is coupled to the cable bundle via a centertap connection of

another winding.”36

However, Sutterlin is completely silent with regard to determination of any physical

connection of a piece of terminal equipment to a. data network via a flow of current through an

associated current loop and is unable to determine any distinguishing information about the piece

of terminal equipment.

it). Libby (ii/ZS. PatentNo. 3,85,33,432)

Libby merely teaches “an electric motor with a spherical air gap, wherein the rotor is

supported by a bearing permitting rotation and, rocking about the center of curvature of this gap.

Both the stator and the rotor have elements with concentric surfaces of revolution in relation to

the axis of rotation and facing each other which so overlap each other that they prevent a

separation between rotor and stator.”37 The Requester indicates that “Libby is provided for the

. . . .. . . 773g . . . .

purpose of illustrating continuously variable impedance. However, Libby is silent With regard

to Ethernet and provides no motivation to combine with Cumming; Manian, and/or PCnet.

3‘ Legal Basis for Motivation to Combine References

in KSR In: '1 Co. v. Teieflex Inc, 550 US. 398 (2.007), the Supreme Court held that the

motivation to combine references need not be found expressly in the prior art itself but may be

explained by the fact finder using common sense. Still, the KS‘R Court wrote that it “can be

36 Sutterlin, Abstract.

3 Libby, Abstract.
38 Request, page 18.
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important to identify a reason that would have prompted [PHOSITA] to combine the elements in

the way the claimed new invention does.”

Extending that decision, in 2016, the Federal Circuit ruled that the Board must (1)

“articulate a reason why a PHOSITA would combine the prior art references”; (2) have an

adequate evidentiary basis for that finding; and (3) provide a “satisfactory explanation” for the

motivation finding that includes an express and “rational” connection with the evidence

presented. See, In re Sang-Sn Lee, 277 F.3d 1338 (Fed. Cir. 2002) (conclusoty statements are

insufficient), Cuz‘sybrz‘h, Inc. v. M’m‘ivePower, Ina, No. 2015—1316 (Fed. Cir. Jan. 22, 2016}

(must positively explain motivation — not just reject arguments against motivation).

in fact, the Federal Circuit has stated that “conclusory Statements” alone are insuficiem

to support motivation to combine analysis and, instead, the finding must he supported by a

“reasoned explanation.” In re Lee, 277 F.3d at 1342, 1345:. In 2016, the Court further stated that

“[slecond, it is not adequate to summarize and reject arguments without explaining why the

PTAB accepts the prevailing argument. See Cutsjforih, Inc. v. ,zl/{oiiver/ver, Inc. , 636 F. App’x

575, 578 (Fed. Cir. 2016) (“The majority of the [F'l‘ABlls Final Written Decision is spent

summarizing the parties’ arguments and offers only conclusory analysis of its own. While the

decision does specify when it is rejecting a party’s argument, the [PTABl does not explain why it

accepts the remaining arguments as its own analysis.” In re: ,Z‘Jmusive, Inc, Nos. 26154672,

2015—1673 (Fed. Cir. Nov. 9, 20l6).

Finally, the Federal Circuit has unequivocally admonished the Board when “[tlhe hoard

did not adequately support its findings that the prior art disclosed all elements of the challenged

claims and that a relevant skilled artisan would have had a motivation to combine the prior—art
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references to produce the claimed inventions with a reasonable expectation of success.”

Personal Web lechnoiogies, LLC v. Apple, Inc, No. 20l6—l l74 (Fed. Cir. Feb. l4, 2017).

a). Requester Failed To Articulate Sufficient Motivation to Combine

Cummings and Mamas; (and Pfizer)

When applying the aforementioned legal principles, it is clear that the Requester has

failed to articulate a primajocz‘e case of ohviousness and, in particular, has failed to (l) articulate

a reason why a PHQSl’l‘A would combine the prior art references; (2) have an adequate

evidentiary basis for that finding; and (3‘) provide a satisfactory explanation for the

motivation finding that includes an express and “rational” connection with the evidence

presented as required by In re Lee. Moreover, the Requester’s stated motivation amounts to

merely conch/5501'): statements that are insnfficiem to support motivation to combine analysis and,

thus, fail to provide a “reasoned explanation.” [ti

in the Office Action and Final Office Action, the Office points to “pages 27—28” of the

Request as providing “reasons for combining” Cummings and Maman in each and every

rejection (specifically, RBI 13—30).39 This rationale is insufficient in light of In re Lee.

Although the Requester provides a summary of the legal standards relevant to establish a

motivation to combine prior art references, when it comes to actually articulating the reason Why

a Pl-lOSlTA would combine Cummings and Maman (_and PCnet), the evidentiary basis for such,

and a satisfactory explanation regarding the motivation, the Requester simply states, in into:

“Cummings and Maman hoth describe theft prevention using- . ~ 7340

impedance detection.

39 Olfice Action pages 5-1 1; Final Office Action pages S—l l.
4” Request, page 27.
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However, this single sentence of merely ten words fails to provide an adequate evidentiary basis

and satisfactory explanation to arise to the level of establishing why a “relevant skilled artisan

would have had a motivation to combine the prior-art references to produce the claimed

inventions with a reasonable expectation of success.” See, Personal Web Technologies, LLC.

Although not specifically referenced in the Office Action or the Final Office Action,

during the interview conducted with the Examiner panel on May 3, 2017, Examiner Craver

further pointed to page 30 of the Request as allegedly providing motivation to comhine

Cummings and Maman. This portion of the Request to which the Examiner pointed states, in

toto:

To the extent it is determined a person of ordinary skill in the art of

electronics does not know {)hm's Law, Cummings can be

combined with M’anan (sic), which explicinfy teaches associating

distinguishing information about the data terminal7 equipment to

impedance within a correspondingpath.“

However, it is noted that the Requester is merely restating the terminology of the claim verbatim

(rather than any teachings of Cummings or Martian) to make a COHCZMSOI‘y statement that

Cummings can he combined with Maman. However, the Federal Circuit has indicated that such

conciasony Statements are insafiieient to support motivation to combine analysis without a

reasoned explanation. See, In re Lee.

Accordingly, the Requester has failed to articulate aprimajacie case of ohviousness and,

in particular, has failed to (l) articulate a reason why a PHOSl'l‘A would combine the prior art

references; (2) have an adequate evidentiary basis for that finding; and (3) provide a satisfactory

4] Request, pages 30, 55, 81, 115.
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explanation for the motivation finding that includes an express and “rational” connection with

the evidence presented.

Finally, Patent {)wner notes that combination of Cummings and Maman fails to provide a

reasonable expectation of success and, in fact, would render Cummings unsatisfactory for its

intended use and further changes the principles of operation of Cummings and Maman. See,

McCrily/ra Declaration, fi‘filél, 20, 22, 34, 48, As previously described, Cummings states that it

provides “a security system which feasihly employs separate current loops provided through an

existing data communication link to monitor the presence of remotely located computer

equipment”; Mortification of Cummings to employ an unnecessary bridging element (eg.

micro switch or shorting bar) from Martian would result in shorting the Ethernet data

communication lines of Cummings and, thus, destroy Ethernet communication in Cummings.

See, McGilyra Declaration, filfild, 20, 22, 34, 48. Consequently, Cummings would be rendered

unsatisfactory for its intended purpose of monitoring the presence of remotely located computer

equipment through an “existing data communication link.” See, McGilyra Declaration, WM, 20,

22, 34, 48. Moreover, the proposed combination of Cummings and Maman would clearly

change the principles of operation of Cummings and Maman. See, McGilvra Declaration, Witt,

2Q, 22, 34, 48. More particularly, implementation of the new mechanical interface ot‘Maman on

the existing wiring of Cummings is fatal to the use of the existing lines in Cummings. See,

McGilyra Declaration, filfillél, 20, 22, 34, 48. A PHOSl’l‘A would not look to Maman when

contemplating “distinguishing information” in a system utilizing Ethernet as the AC power cable

ofManian is incompatible with Ethernet. See, McGilvra Declaration, i134.

42' Cummings, at 2: 17-21.
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b). Eli/“Star Requires that the Explicit Reasoned Explanation include

an Explanation as to the [sloth-“anon to Combine, Reasonable

Expectation ofSaccess, andAdditional Findings

To reject a claim, as described in MPEP § 2l43, the {Efflce must resolve the Graham

factual inquiries. Then, the Office must articulate the following:

“(l) a finding that there was some teaching, suggestion, or motivation, either in the

references them selves or in the knowledge generally available to one of ordinary skill in

the art, to modify the reference or to combine reference teachings;

(2) a finding that there was reasonable expectation of success; and

(3) whatever additional findings based on the Graham factual inquiries may be necessary,

in View of the facts of the case under consideration, to explain a conclusion of

obvionsness. “’

RAPE? § 2M3. The rationale to support a conclusion that the claim would have been obvious is

that ”a person ot’ordtnary skill in the art would have been mottmted to combine the prior art to

achieve the claimed invention and t-Vhether there would have been a reasonable expectation of

success in doing so.” DyStar Textilfarben GmbH d} Co. Deatschland KG v. CH. Patrick Co,

464 F.3d 1356, l360, 80 USPQ2d l64l, l64‘5 (Fed. Cir. 2096), emphasis added. {fairly ofthese

findings carmot be made, then this rationale cannot be used to support a conclusion that the

claim would have been obvious to one ofordinarv skill in the art.

c), There is No Reasonable Expectation ofSaccess When

Combining Cummings and blatnan

Where there is a reason to modify or combine the prior art to achieve the claimed

invention, the claims may be r‘ej ected as prirnantacie obvious provided there is also a reasonable

expectation ofsaccess. in re .Merck d} Co, Inc, 800 F.2d l09l, 23l U SPQ 375 (Fed. Cir. l986),
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emphasis added. vaiousness does not require absolute predictability; however, or least some

degree ofpredictability is required. Evidence showing there was no reasonable expectation of

success may support a conclusion of nonobviousness. In re Rineharr, 53] F.2d l048, 189 U SPQ

143 (CCPA l9’7o) (Claims directed to a method for the commercial scale production of

polyesters in the presence of a solvent at superatmospheric pressure were reiected as obvious

over a reference which taught the claimed method at atmospheric pressure in view of a reference

which taught the claimed process except for the presence of a solvent The court reversed,

finding there was no reasonable expectation that a process combining the prior art steps could be

successfully scaled up in view of unchallenged evidence showing that the prior art processes

individually could not be commercially scaled up successfully). Whether an art is predictable or

whether the proposed modification or combination of the prior art has a reasonable expectation

of success is determined at the time the invention was made. Ex parte Erhcir, 3 USPQZd lOl l,

l0l6 (Ed. Pat. App. & lnter. l986).

ln the present case, at the time the invention was made or in arguendo today, there is no

reasonable expectation of success when combining Cummings and Maman. As indicated herein,

Cummings teaches the use of existing Basel wiring used to carry Ethernet communication

signals and the use of an existing path {the field winding of an isolation transformer) through the

piece of terminal equipment to form an associated current loop in order to provide an indication

of physical connection of a piece of Ethernet data terminal equipment to the Basel network

based on the flow of current through the associated current loop without making any changes

to. g. adding impedance or bridging elements) that would adversely affect the Ethernet

communication signals and/or the use of the BaseT wiring for Ethernet communications On the

other hand, Maman does teach the use of any existing wiring (ie, not existing Basel and not
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existing AC power cables) and does teach the use of any path through a piece of equipment.

Therefore, Maman has to adapt the AC power cable with a new mechanical interface that

employs a new bridging element (cg. micro switch l7 or shorting bar 31) that cannot be

employed with the existing wiring from Cummings or Maman. To this end, Maman must add

dedicated conductors with no other use than as “status conductors (20)” in order to determine the

connection state of the adapted AC power cable based on the mechanical engagement of the

bridging elements when the adapted AC power cable is connected to the piece of equipment.

These bridging elements are fatal to the use of the existing wiring for carrying Ethernet

communication signals in Cummings and, for carrying AC power in Maman and therefore require

the addition of dedicated conductors with no other use, lt should be noted that Maman confirms

this fatal limitation in the specification and the claims (“said status conductors being formed

from conductors which are other than ungrounded power conductors for carrying power from

said power source to said equipment/’43).

Furthermore, the cabling, connectors, and mating elements of Maman are incompatible

with either Cummings or PCnet as outlined in the table below, As can be seen, the cabling

provided for in Maman is specifically incompatible with Ethernet communication (IEEE 8023?).

43 Mama at Claims l, 23
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(nonpartisan hide  
Mfil’néfi} Mote Mai: “new Esme“: aitharnet‘

stains needs-mm: as: Méfifig m: wiring at wiring Bree? wiring
‘ ’ ' ' “402, $395 ‘

     need-time

stasis patents:

Again, it should he noted that the newly formed mechanical interface between one end of

an adapted AC power cable and the housing of an AC power connector at the equipment is

provided as a dedicated detection line in Maman-------it is not provided for any other multi—

functional purpose. There is no teaching in Cummings or Maman that would provide any

suggestion that the dedicated detection line of Maman can be combined with the Ethernet data

communication line ot‘Cumniings and permit multi—fnnctional operation (ie, power transmission

for Manian and/or Ethernet data communication for Cummings detection).

at). Combination of Cnntmings and M'antan Renders Tire Prior Art

Unsatisfactory For Its Intended Purpose

“if proposed ortodifieotion wait/id, render the prior art invention being modified

unsatisfactory for its intended purpose, then there is no suggestion or motivation to make the

proposed modification.” In re Gordon, 733 F.2d 900, 22l USPQ ll25 (Fed. Cir. l984),

{Claimed device was a blood, filter assembly for use during medical procedures wherein both the

inlet and outlet for the blood were located at the bottom end of the filter assembly, and wherein a
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gas vent was present at the top of the filter assembly. The prior art reference taught a liquid,

strainer for removing dirt and water from gasoline and other light oils wherein the inlet and

outlet were at the top of the device, and wherein a pet—cock (stopcock) was located at the bottom

of the device for periodically removing the collected dirt and water. The reference further taught

that the separation is assisted by gravity. The Board concluded the claims were primnfiicie

obvious, reasoning that it would have been obvious to turn the reference device upside down.

The court reversed, finding that if the prior art device was turned upside down it would be

inoperable for its intended purpose because the gasoline to be filtered would be trapped at the

top, the water and heavier oils sought to be separated would flow out of the outlet instead of the

purified gasoline, and the screen would become clogged.) (emphasis added).

As described in the preceding section and elsewhere herein, the proposed modification of

Cummings and Maman would render Cummings unsatisfactory for its intended purpose.

Cummings states that it provides “a security system which feasibly employs separate current

loops provided through an existing data communication fink to monitor the presence of remotely

located computer ecpiipment.”44 As discussed above, modification of Cummings to employ an

unnecessary bridging element (e. g. micro switch or shorting bar) from Maman would result in

shorting the Ethernet data communication lines of Cummings and, thus, destroy Ethernet

communication in Cummings. Consequently, Cummings would be rendered unsatisfactory for

its intended purpose of monitoring the presence of remotely located computer equipment through

an “existing data communication link.”

e). Combination of Cnmmings and Aft/inmost Cannot Ciinnge the

Principies igf'flperntian affine Reference

44 Cummings, at 2:17-2l
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lfflte proposed modification or cornbinrnl'on oft/he prior or: would chmtge the prnzcipfe

of operation of the prior art invention being modified, then the teachings oftne references are

not sufficient to render the claims prz'mofacz'e obvious. In re Rain, 270 F.2d 8l0, 8l3, l23

USPQ 349, 352 (CCPA 1959) (Claims were directed to an oil seal comprising a bore engaging

portion with outwardly biased resilient spring fingers inserted in a resilient sealing member. The

primary reference relied upon in a rejection based on a combination of references disclosed an

oil seal wherein the bore engaging portion was reinforced by a cylindrical sheet metal casing.

Patentee taught the device required rigidity for operation, whereas the claimed invention required

resiliency. The court reversed the rejection holding the “suggested combination of references

would require a substantial reconstruction and redesign of the elements shown in [the primary

reference} as well as a change in the basic principle under which the [primary reference]

construction was designed to operate”).

in the present matter, as outlined in the preceding section and elsewhere herein, the

proposed modification of Cummings and Maman would clearly change the principles of

operation of Cummings and Maman. More particularly, implementation of the new mechanical

interface of Maman on existing wiring within Maman or Cummings is fatal to the use of the

existing lines in both Maman and Cummings. Basel Ethernet communication is predicated on

the fact that Ethernet data can only travel one direction on a twisted wire~pair. To send and

receive data, two twisted wire—pairs are needed. Moreover, Ethernet data does not travel in a

round trip. Any implementation of the mechanical interface of Maman would violate these

Ethernet principles and the results would be fatal to Ethernet communication. Accordingly,

modification of Cummings and l‘vlarnan would necessarily result in changing the principles of

operation of Cummings and Maman.
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41. Rejectieu under 35 113.13. §1113 ever Cummings in View at Maman

(and PCnet)

an; 13) Claims 163, 5‘6, 111, 11, 13, i6, is, 19, 22, 241-33, 36, 36, 66,61, 63, 66, 6s, 69,

52, 561—73, ’76, 811—83, 91, 93-1913, 98—1134, and 1116 stand rejected under 35 U.S.C. 1113(3) as

being ehvieus ever Cummings in View 01‘ Mamau.

1612616) Claims 6, 7s, 66, is, 17, 36, 37-39, 66, 6s, 67, 92, 666, 167-116, 117, 121, 128,

129, 132—137, and 139-148 stand rejected under 35 11.81:. 1113(a) as being nhvieus ever

Cummings in View of Martian and FCnet.

REE 25} Claims 1—11, 13-19, 22, 24-41, 43-49, 52, 54-73, 75, 311-33, 91-96, 93-114, 117,

121, 128, 1211, 132437, and 13%16’13 stand rejected under pre~AlA 3'3 1.1.8.13. 1113(a) as heiug

uhvieus ever Cummings in View at Martian and 1’Cuet.

There rejections are traversed.

it is neted that independent Claims 1, 31, and 67 are rejected as being unpatentable ever

Cummings in View at Maman. Additionally, Claims 1, 31, 67, and 108 are rejected as being

unpatentahle Over Cummings in View of Maman and PCnet.

Patent Owner establishes in the tables below that Cummings and Maman (and PCnet),

singly er in combination, fail to teach or suggest the claim, limitations as clearly and specifically

claimed.

61). Independent Claim 31

Patent Owner will first address independent Claim 31, and then will address independent

Ciaims 1, 6’7, and 108, separately, thereafter.

Claim 31 Arguments Relating to Cummings and Maman

31. An Based On the analysis above, it should he understand that the present claim is

adapted piece directed tn, specifically, a “piece cf Ethernet data terminal equipment.” That is,
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of Ethernet

data terminal

equipment

comprising:

 
as understood by a PliQSlTA, Ethernet data terminal equipment is a. device at

which Ethernet a’ata ti'tmsmission can originate or terminate. Accordingly, the

“piece of Ethernet data terminal equipment” must, itself, include the recited

structure of the claim. See, McGilvra Declaration, ‘fll2.

With particular regard to Cummings, it is worth noting that the Requester merely

uses Cummings to “teachfl Ethernet.” Request, at page 54. Moreover, the

Requester does not allege that Cummings teaches a “piece of Ethernet data

terminal equipment.”

lndeed, Cummings fails to teach an adapted piece of Ethernet data terminal

equipment as specifically claimed. Cummings merely teaches using an existing

computer l2 having an existing winding 53 of an isolation transformer 52.

Cummings does not adapt, configure, modify, or design the computer l2

(“These approaches, however, are generally undesirable since they require the

incorporation of additional components into each machine.” Cummings, at

rel—64.).

With particular regard to Maman, the Requester correctly notes that Maman

does not teach Ethernet. Request, at page 54. However, Patent Elwner also

notes that Maman fails to even teach or suggest any Ethernet data terminal

equipment (ie. a. device at which Ethernet data transmission can originate or

terminate). Maman merely teaches “electronic equipment 2, in this case shown

as a computer” that is monitored via disconnection of its AC power cable.

Maman, at 3 :5—20, See, McGilvra Declaration, $21, 29. However, the electronic

equipment 2 of Mainan is NOT described as having any Ethernet, much less data.

terminal equipment. See, McGilvra Declaration, WES, 26.

Maman NEVER teaches or envisions use of Ethernet in any form and provides

no structure related thereto. ln fact, it is improper to infer that the electrical

equipment (computer) of March l, l990 (Maman’s filing date) had any Ethernet

components or functionality. Therefore, Maman does not actually teach “a piece

of Ethernet data terminal equipment” as alleged by the Requester, hecause the

computer of Maman cannot even be considered “Ethernet data terminal

equipment” as that term is used in Ethernet systems. Moreover, a PHOSlTA

would not rely on Maman for any teachings relating to Ethernet, as Maman is

only focused on a power cable solution, and power cables and Ethernet are not

compatible. See, McGilvra Declaration, ‘18.
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V an Ethernet

connector

comprising a

plurality of

contacts;  
As established herein, the Requester has failed to provide arty support for

establishing a motivation to combine Maman with Cummings or any other

reference. Notwithstanding, Patent Owner notes that a Pl-lOSlTA would not be

motivated to combine Maman with Cummings because, at least, 1) any

combination is fatal to Ethernet communications (See, McGilvra Declaration,

$48), and 2) Maman or Cummings would not require the theft detection solution

of the other as they are mutually exclusive and provide a separate and distinct

solution to the same problem.

Finally, Cummings, PCnet, and Marnan fail to teach any workable combination

of the micro—switch or shorting bar of Maman within an Ethernet system.

it is noted that the piece of Ethernet data terminal equipment is claimed as

having an “Ethernet connector comprising a plurality of contacts.”

The Requester relies on Cummings to teach this element. As noted above, the

Requester does not specifically identify where in Cummings a “piece of Ethernet

data. terminal equipment” is located. l-iowever, it appears from the Requester‘s

arguments that the Requester reads the “transmit wires 44a through 44d and 46a

through 46d” of the “data communication link l4” to apply to the present claim

element. However, it is noted that these transmit wires transmit wires 44a

through 44d and 46a through 46d of the data communication link l4 are NGT

part of any Ethernet data terminal equipment. As understood by a PHOSlTA,
data communication links or lines are used to connect a terminal device to a

central device, but are never “part of” either the central device or the terminal

device. Here, in Cummings, the transmit wires of the data. communicati on link

are not part of the computer 12a through l2d.
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and at least

one path

coupled
across

 
 

selected

contacts, the

l selected

contacts

 

comprising at

least one of

i he plurality

a of contacts of
the Ethernet

connector

and at least

another one

 

 

 

 
Accordingly, a Pl-lCBSlTA would not conclude that the data communication

link/lines and the transmit wires of Cummings would read on the Ethernet

connector of a piece of Ethernet data terminal equipment having a plurality of

contacts. See, McGilyra Declaration, W4, To a PHOSI’E‘A, transmit wires are

wires of a data cable, not the “contacts” of an “Ethernet connector.” See,

McGilyra Declaration, dlll 5.

As established herein, it is noted that the path is specifically claimed as being

across selected contacts of the plurality of contacts of the Ethernet connector of

the piece of Ethernet data terminal equipment as understood by a PHOSlTA.

See, McGilyra Declaration, ‘Hl 9.

The Requester and the Office (during the interview conducted on May 3, 2917)

rely on the transmit wires ofthe data communication link to read on the “path”

across the selected contacts. This would permit the transmit wires 44a—44d and

46a-46d of the data communication link l4 to he plugged into and out of the

computer l2a through l2d. This fact clearly establishes that the transmit wires

of the data communication link are definitionaily separate from the terminal

equipment (computer). Therefore, a PHOSl'l‘A could only conclude that this

alleged “path” is NOT part of any Ethernet connector, much less a piece of

terminal equipment.

Moreover, the Requester’ s attempt to read, the transmit wires of the data

communication link on the present claim limitation is not in harmony with the

specific claim language requiring that the “path [is] coupled across selected

contacts . . . of the Ethernet connector.” Accordingly, it is improper to attempt
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of the

plurality of

contacts of

the Ethernet

connector,

 
to apply connecting across transmit wires of a data communication link to the

specifically recited Ethernet data terminal equipment of the present claim.

Again, the Requester appears to rely on transmit wires 44a-44d and 46a—46d of

data communication link 14 to teach “selected contacts.” However, in its

Request, the Requester also points to the 802.3i standard for the limitation

regarding “selecting contacts.” Request, at page 55. Specifically, the Requester

states: “The ‘selected contacts” therefore comprise at least one of the plurality of

contacts of the Ethernet connector and at least another one of the plurality of

contacts of the Ethernet connector (ie, the pair). A path is coupled across

contact pairs, and specifically across the “selected contacts.m Request, at page

55. However, the Requester merely restates the claim language, but does not

actually explain how one is to bridge the gap between Cummings and EEEE

802.3i with respect to the claim language. See, McGilyra Declaration, “Hill 5, l9.

lEEE 802.3i represents a cable, but it does not represent the connector at the

terminal equipment as required by the claims. lt also does not represent the

contacts that are specifically located at the terminal. lEEE 802.3i does not meet

the limitations of “selecting contacts” nor does it meet the limitation of coupling

a path across selected contacts for impedance across the selected contacts of the

Ethernet connector. See, McGilyra Declaration, W46.

in connection with the “selected” limitation, the Requester alleges that PCnet

discloses an “S~pin Rl—45 lack” on page “3—1.” The “8—pin Riv-45 lack” from

page 3-l is shown and identified in Figure 3-l, reproduced below:
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Each “RI—45 jack” shown in PCnet Eigure 3—l is a male connector that is

physically separated from each “D’l‘E.” So, PCnet’s “EU—45 jack” cannot be the

“Ethernet connector” of the claim because the claimed “Ethernet connector”

must he part of the “Ethernet data zcrmmal cqrtmmenz,” not ajacl: separate and

distinct from the Ethernet data terminal equipment. Figure 3—1 confirms that is

not the case with respect to the “RI-45 jack” on which Requester relies. See

Request, at pages 29—30. See, McGilvra Declaration, fill?

Even if the Rl—45 jack were a female connector on the DTE — as opposed to a

male connector separated from the DTE as illustrated in PCnet - Requester does

not explain “how” such a female Rl—45 jack would he combined with

Curnmings’ disclosure of using tapped wires in a cable or the Maman disclosure

that utilizes a micro—switch or shorting bar in an AC power cable. Those of

ordinary skill in the art know that a female ill—45 jack is not a cable and has no

wires. Therefore, neither the tapped wires in Cummings nor the AC power cable

of Maman, relied on by Requester, would he combinahle with a female Rl-45

jack. See, McGilvra Declaration, fills.

Additionally, the “coupled” limitation requires a “path coupled across the

selected contacts” of the “Ethernet connector,” which the claims require must he

part of the “piece of Ethernet data terminal equipment.” Because the Requester
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least one path  
has not shown that Cummings/PCnet disclose the required “contacts” of the

“Ethernet connector” as part of a “piece of Ethernet data terminal equipment,”

Requester cannot identify any “path across” the (missing) connectors, lgnoring

that flaw, however, Requester relies on the tapped transmit wires 44 through 46

to establish the “path.” Whatever path Cummings discloses cannot he the

claimed path because the claimed path is “across the selected contacts” of the

“Ethernet connector” (which is part of the “piece of Ethernet data terminal

equipment”) and Cummings, whether alone or with the lit-45 jack of PCnet

Figure 3—l, does not disclose such a path. See, McGilvra Declaration, $9.

it is noted that the claim specifically requires that “distinguishng information”

“about the piece ofEr‘herner‘ data terminal! equipment” is “associated to

impedance imam the. . . paint” Because Requester has not shown in any

reference that a path is coupled across selected contacts of the Ethernet

connector of the piece of Ethernet data terminal equipment, it stands that a

Pl-lOSlTA would clearly not believe that the combination of references teaches

or suggests “associating” “distinguishing information” “about the piece of

Ethernet data terminal equipment” to “impedance within the . . . path” as

claimed. See, McGilvra Declaration, 1710.

However, even if one assumes that the transmit wires 44a—d and dead of the

data communication link. l4 meet this limitation, the cited references do not

teach the claimed “distinguishing information” “about the piece of Ethernet data

terminal equipment” to “impedance within the . . . path.” That is, Requester

asserts that this limitation is met when a cable is removed from the device.

Request, at pages 54, 55. Specifically, regarding Cummings, Requester says,

Cummings discloses “supplying a low DC current signal to each current loop so

as to achieve continuous current flow through each current loop while each of

said associated pieces of equipment is physically connected to said network via

the data communication lines.” Requester does not contend that this current

flow provides the necessary “distinguishing information.” Request, at page 54.

Rather, Requester says that the “distinguishing information” results from “a

change in current flow indicative ot‘disconneciion of one of said pieces of

associated equipment.” Request, at page 54. See, McGilvra Declaration, $28.

Likewise, Requester cites Maman as disclosing the same thing—a first

impedance when electrical equipment is connected and a different impedance,

but only when the equipment is disconnected: “"first and second status

conductors adapted to exhibit a first impedance value . . . when the electrical

equipment is connected to the equipment and a second impedance value . . .
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when the electrical equipment is disconnected from the cable.” Request, at page

54—55. See, McGilvra Declaration, fi29.

However, Claim 3i does not allow for the Ethernet data terminal device to

include certain components to meet some limitations and then be disconnected

from certain components to meet other claim limitations. in other words, the

Ethernet data terminal device cannot be defined as the computers with the wires

connected to meet the connectors/contact limitations, but then be redefined as

the computers with the wires disconnected to meet the “associated” limitation.

lnstead, to meet the claim, all components of the relied upon prior art must be

present — disconnecting a cable, as Cummings and Maman require, necessarily

eliminates components critical to the Requester’s theory for the

connector/contact limitations of Claim 3i and, therefore, the remaining Ethernet

data terminal device after disconnection of the wires would not meet all of the

claim limitations of Claim 3 l. See, McGilvra Declaration, q£30.

For example, and hypothetically, if a hardware setup included a “DTE”

connected to a “Kl—45 jack” (a slightly modified version of PCnet Figure 3—1)

and tapped wires forming a current loop (ala Cummings), Requester might

hypothetically contend that such a setup meets the first three limitations of the

claim (the preamble and the “selecting” and “coupling” limitations). But to meet

the “associating” limitation, Cummings and Maman must disconnect the “RI—45

jack” and its cable from the “DTE.” Doing so changes the setup so that it

matches the drawing of PCnet Figure 3—l and no longer meets the lirst three

claim limitations, i.e., the “DTE” is separated from, and no longer includes the

connector identiti ed by Requestor as an “Kl—45 jack” (and its “contacts”).

Moreover, the “DTE” is separated from, and would no longer include the

Requester’s identified “path across selected contacts.” This confirms that all

claim limitations are not present simultaneously. See, McGilvra Declaration,

313i.

it is further noted that lEEE 802.3i standard does not teach, suggest, or recite a

path formed over the recited “pair” of contacts and therefore cannot teach

changing impedance within a path formed over the recited contacts.

  
b). Independent Claim ,1
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connector,

the method

comprising:  
Arguments Relating to Cummings and Martian

Based on the analysis above, it should be understood that the present claim is

directed to, specifically, a method of “adapting a piece of Ethernet data terminal

equipment.” That is, as understood by a Pl-lOSlTA, Ethernet data terminal

equipment is a device at which Ethernet data transmission can originate or

terminate. Accordingly, the method of “adapting apiece of Ethernet data

terminal equipment” must be directed to the Ethernet data terminal equipment

having the recited structure according to the recited method. See, McGilvra

Declaration, ill 2.

With particular regard to Cummings, it is worth noting that the Requester merely

uses Cummings to “teach[] Ethernet.” Request, at page 29. Moreover, the

Requester does not allege that Cummings teaches a “piece of Ethernet data

terminal equipment.”

indeed, Cummings fails to teach a piece of Ethernet data terminal equipment.

Cummings merely teaches using an existing computer l2 having an existing

winding 53 of an isolation transformer 52. Cummings does not adapt, configure,

modify, or design the computer 12 (“These approaches, however, are generally

undesirable since they require the incorporation of additional components into

each machine.” Cummings, at 1:61—64.)

With particular regard, to Maman, the Requester correctly notes that lvlaman

does not teach Ethernet. Request, at page 54. However, Patent Owner also

notes that Manian fails to even teach or suggest any Ethernet data terminal

equipment (i .e. a device at which Ethernet data transmission can originate or

terminate). Manian merely teaches “electronic equipment 2, in this case shown

as a computer” that is monitored via disconnection of its AC power plug.

Maman, at 3 :5—20, See, McGilvra Declaration, l$29. However, the electronic

equipment 2. of Maman is NQT described as having any Ethernet, much less data

terminal equipment. See, McGilvra Declaration, {$25, 26.

Maman NEVER teaches or envisions use of Ethernet in any form and provides

no structure related thereto. ln fact, it is improper to infer that the electrical

equipment (computer) of March l, 1990 (Maman’s filing date) had any Ethernet

components or functionality. Therefore, Maman does not actually teach “apiece

of Ethernet data terminal equipment” as alleged by the Requester, because the

computer of Martian cannot even be considered “Ethernet data. terminal

equipment” as that term is used in Ethernet systems. Moreover, a PHGSTTA
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would not rely on l‘vlainan for any teachings relating to Ethernet, as Maman is

only focused on a power cable solution and power cables and Ethernet are not

compatible See, lvchilvra Declaration, fil 8.

As established herein, the Requester has failed to provide arty support for

establishing a motivation to combine Maman with Cummings or any other

reference. Notwithstanding, Patent Owner notes that a PHOSITA would, not be

motivated to combine Maman with Cummings because, at least, l) any

combination is fatal to Ethernet communications (See, McGilvra Declaration,

1148), and 2) Maman or Cummings would not require the theft detection solution

of the other as they are mutually exclusive and provide a separate and distinct

solution to the same problem.

Finally, Cummings, PCnet, and Maman fail to teach any workable combination

of the micro—switch or shorting bar of Maman within an Ethernet system.

lt is noted that the piece of Ethernet data terminal equipment is claimed as

having an existing “Ethernet connector.” The method then claims “selecting

contacts” of the “Ethernet connector” of the Ethernet data terminal equipment.

The Requester relies on Cummings to teach this element. As noted above, the

Requester does not specifically identify where in Cummings, Maman, or PCnet

an “Ethernet connector” is located, much less “selecting contacts” of the

Ethernet connector. However, again, it appears from the Requesters arguments

that the Requester reads the “transmit wires 44a through 44d and 46a through

46d” of the “data communication linlr 14” to apply to the present claim element.

However, it is noted that these transmit wires tran srnit wires 44a through 44d

and 46a through 46d, of the data communication link l4 are NOT part of any

Ethernet data terminal equipment, much less an Ethernet connector of a piece of

Ethernet data terminal equipment. As understood by a Pl-lOSlTA, data.
communication links or lines are used to connect a terminal device to a central

device, but are never “part of” either the central device or the terminal device.

Here, in Cummings, the transmit wires of the data communication link are not

part of the computer lZZa through l2d.
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Accordingly, a Pl-lClSlTA would not conclude that the data communication

link/lines and the transmit wires of Cummings would read on the Ethernet

connector of a piece of Ethernet data terminal equipment having a plurality of

contacts, See, McGilyra Declaration, W4, To a PHQSTTA, transmit wires are

wires of a data cable, not the “contacts” of an “Ethernet connector.” See,

, McCrilyra Declaration, fill 5.

coupling at As established herein, it is noted that the path is specifically claimed as being

 $351: one path across selected contacts of the plurality of contacts of the Ethernet connector of
the piece of Ethernet data terminal equipment as understood by a PHOSTTA.across the ‘ a

‘ See, McGilVra Declaration, fill‘).i selected

. contacts of
 

. The Requester and the Office (during the interview conducted on May 3, 2017)

the Ethernet rely on the transmit wires offline data communication link to read on the “path”
connector; across the selected contacts. This would permit the transmit wires 44a-44d and

and 46a—46d of the data communication link l4 to he plugged into and our ofthe

: computer 12a through l2d. This fact clearly establishes that the transmit wires

of the data communication link are definitionaitjy separate from the terminal

equipment (computer). Therefore, a PHOSTTA could only conclude that this

alleged “path” is NOT part of any Ethernet connector, much less a piece of

Ethernet data terminal equipment.

Moreover, the Requester’ s attempt to read the transmit wires of the data

communication link on the present claim limitation is not in harmony with the

specific claim language requiring that the “coupling at least one path across the

selected contacts of the Ethernet connector,” which is specially claimed as being

part of the “piece of Ethernet data terminal equipment.” Accordingly, it is
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improper to attempt to apply connecting across transmit wires of a data

communication link to the specifically recited method applied to a piece of

Ethernet data terminal equipment of the present claim.

Again, the Requester appears to rely on transmit wires 44a—44d and 4oa—46d of

data communication link 14 to teach “selected contacts.” However, in its

Request, the Requester also points to the 802.3i standard for the limitation

regarding “selecting contacts.” Request, at page 30. Specifically, the Requester

states: “The ‘selected contacts’ therefore comprise at least one of the plurality of

contacts of the Ethernet connector and at least another one of the plurality of

contacts of the Ethernet connector (i.e., the pair). A path is coupled across

contact pairs, and specifically across the ‘selected contacts.” Request, at page

30. However, the Requester merely restates the claim language, but does not

explain how one is to bridge the gap between Cummings and lEEE 802.3i with

respect to the claim language. See, McGilt/ra Declaration, flfillS, l9.

lEEE 802.3i represents a cable, but it does not represent the connector at the

terminal equipment as required by the claims. lt also does not represent the

contacts that are specifically located at the terminal. IEEE 802.3i does not meet

the limitations of “selecting contacts” nor does it meet the limitation of coupling

a path across selected contacts for impedance across the selected contacts of the

Ethernet connector. See, McGilvra Declaration, W46.

in connection with the “selected” limitation, the Requester alleges that PCnet

discloses an “ts-pin Rat-45 lack” on page “3—1 7’ The “ts—pin Roi—45 Jack” from

page 3—l is shown and identified in Figure 3—l, reproduced below:
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Each “RI—45 jack” shown in PCnet Eigure 3—l is a male connector that is

physically separated from each “D’l‘E.” So, PCnet’s “RE—45 jack” cannot be the

“Ethernet connector” of the claim because the claimed “Ethernet connector”

must he part of the “Ethernet data zcrmmal car/tzpmenz,” not ajacl: separate and

distinct from the Ethernet data terminal equipment. Figure 3—1 confirms that is

not the case with respect to the “RI-45 jack” on which Requester relies, See

Request, at pages 29—30. See, McGilvra Declaration, fill?

Even if the Rl—45 jacl< were a female connector on the DTE — as opposed to a

male connector separated from the DTE — Requester does not explain “how”

such a female R3345 jack would be combined with Cummings’ disclosure of

using tapped wires in a cable or the Maman disclosure that utilizes a micro—

switch or shorting bar in a power cord. Those of ordinary skill in the art know

that a female Rl~45 jack is not a. cable and has no wires, Therefore, neither the

tapped wires in Cummings nor the power cable of Martian, relied on by

Requester, would be comhinable with a female Fol—45 jack. See, McGilvra

Declaration, ill 8.

Additionally, the “coupling” limitation requires a “path across the selected

contacts” of the “Ethernet connector,” which the claims require must be part of

the “piece of Ethernet data terminal equipment.” Because the Requester has not
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shown that Cuinrnings/PCnet disclose the required “contacts” of the “Ethernet

connector” as part of a “piece of Ethernet data terminal equipment,” Requester

cannot identify any “path across” the (missing) connectors. lgnoring that flaw,

however, Requester relies on the tapped transmit wires 44 through 46 to

establish the “path.” Whatever path Cummings discloses cannot he the claimed

path because the claimed path is “across the selected contacts” of the “Ethernet

connector” (which is part of the “piece of Ethernet data terminal equipment”)

and Cummings, whether alone or with the til-45 jack of PCnet Figure 3—l, does

not disclose such a path.

lt is noted that the claim specifically requires that “associating distinguishing

information about the piece ofEinernei data terminal equipment to impedance

within the or [east 02181):le Because Requester has not shown in any reference

that a path is coupled across selected contacts of the Ethernet connector of the

piece of Ethernet data terminal equipment, it stands that a PHOSITA would

clearly not believe that the combination of references teaches or suggests

“associating” “distinguishing information” “about the piece of Ethernet data

terminal equipment” to “impedance within the . . , path” as claimed. See,

McGilvra Declaration, fl l 0.

However, even if one assumes that the transmit wires 44a—d and 46a~d of the

data communication link. l4 meet this limitation, the cited references do not

teach the claimed “distinguishing information” “about the piece of Ethernet data

terminal equipment” to “impedance within the . . . path.” See, McGilvra

Declaration, fil32. That is, Requester asserts that this limitation is met when a

cable is removed from the device. Request, at pages 29, 30. Specifically,

regarding Cummings, Requester says, Cummings discloses “supplying a low DC

current signal to each current loop so as to achieve continuous current flow

through each current loop while each of said associated pieces of equipment is

physically connected to said network via the data communication lines.”

Requester does not contend that this current flow provides the necessary

“distinguishing information.” Request, at page 29. Rather, Requester says that

the “distinguishing information” results from “a. change in current flow

indicative of disconnection of one of said pieces of associated equipment.”

Request, at page 29. See, McGilvra Declaration, 3128.

likewise, Requester cites Mantan as disclosing the same thing—a first

impedance when electrical equipment is connected and a different impedance,

hut only when the equipment is disconnected: “”lirst and second status

conductors adapted to exhibit a first impedance value . . . when the electrical
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equipment is connected to the equipment and a. second impedance value . . .

when the electrical equipment is disconnected from the cable.” Request, at page

29, 30. See, McGilvra Declaration, filZEl.

However, Claim l does not allow for the method of adapting a. piece of Ethernet

data terminal equipment to include certain components to meet some limitations

and then be disconnected from certain components to meet other claim

limitations. in other words, the method of adapting a piece of Ethernet data

terminal device cannot be defined as the computers with the wires connected to

meet the connectors/contact limitations, but then be redefined as the computers

with the wires disconnected to meet the “associating” limitation. instead, to

meet the claim, all method steps of the relied upon prior art must be present

disconnecting a cable, as Cummings and Maman require, necessarily eliminates

components critical to the Requester’ s theory for the connector/contact

limitations of Claim l and, therefore, the remaining Ethernet data terminal

device after disconnection of the wires would not meet all of the claim

limitations of Claim l. See, McGilvra Declaration, q£30.

For example, and hypothetically, if a hardware setup included a “DTE”

connected to a “Rd-45 jack” (_a slightly modified version ot‘PCnet Figure 3—1)

and tapped wires forming a current loop (ala Cummings), Requester might

hypothetically contend that such a setup meets the first three limitations of the

claim (the preamble and the “selecting” and “coupling” limitations). But to meet

the “associating” limitation, Cummings and Maman must disconnect the “Kl—45

jack” and its cable from the “DTE.” Doing so changes the setup so that it

matches the drawing ot‘PCnet Figure 3-l and no longer meets the first three

claim limitations, i.e., the “DTE” is separated from, and no longer includes the

connector identified by Requestor as an “RI—45 jack” (and its “contacts”).

Moreover, the “D'l‘E” is separated from, and would no longer include the

Requester’s identified “path across selected contacts.” This confirms that all

claim limitations are not present simultaneously. See, McGilvra Declaration,

1131.

it is further noted that IEEE 802% standard does not teach, suggest, or recite a

path formed over the recited pair of contacts and therefore cannot teach

changing impedance within a path formed over the recited contacts.
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6), Independent Claim 6:7

Arguments Relating to Cummings and Maman

Based on the analysis above, it should he understood that the present claim is

directed to, specifically, a method of “adapting a piece of terminal equipment,

the piece of terminal equipment having an Ethernet connector.” That is, as

understood lay a PHQSTTA, terminal equipment having an Ethernet connector

as Claimed is a device at which Ethernet data transmission can originate or

terminate. Accordingly, the method of “adapting a piece of terminal

equipment” must be directed to the terminal equipment to have the recited

structure according to the recited method. See, McGilvra Declaration, 1312.

With particular regard to Cummings, it is worth noting that the Requester

merely uses Cummings to “teachfl Ethernet.” Request, at page '79.

indeed, Cummings does not adapt, configure, modify, or design the computer

12 (“These approaches, however, are generally undesirable since they require

the incorporation of additional components into each machine.” Cummings, at

lei-64.).

With particular regard to Maman, the Requester correctly notes that Maman

does not teach Ethernet. Request, at page 79. However, Patent aner also

notes that Maman fails to even teach or suggest any terminal equipment having

an Ethernet connector (ie. a device at which Ethernet data transmission can

originate or terminate). Maman merely teaches “electronic equipment 2, in

this case shown as a computer” that is monitored via disconnection of its AC

power plug Maman, at 3:5—20, h/chilvra Declaration, iii/29. . However, the

electronic equipment 2 of Maman is NQT described as having any Ethernet,

much less data terminal equipment. See, McGilvra Declaration, {#325, 26.

Maman FEVER teaches or envisions use of Ethernet in any form and provides

no structure related thereto. in fact, it is improper to infer that the electrical

equipment (computer) of March 1, l990 (Maman’s filing date) had any

Ethernet components or functionality. Therefore, Maman does not actually

teach “adapting a piece of terminal equipment” as alleged by the Requester,

because the computer of Maman cannot even he considered “terminal

equipment” as that term is used in Ethernet systems. Moreover, a PHOSTTA

would not rely on Maman for any teachings relating to Ethernet, as Maman is
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only focused on a power cable solution and power cables and Ethernet are not

compatible. See, McGilvra Declaration, 17318.

As established herein, the Requester has failed to provide any support for

establishing a motivation to combine Maman with Cummings or any other

reference. Notwithstanding, Patent Owner notes that a PHOSITA would not

be motivated to combine Maman with Cummings because, at least, i) any

combination is fatal to Ethernet communications (See, McGilvra Declaration,

fi48), and, 2) Maman or Cummings would not require the theft detection

solution of the other as they are mutually exclusive and provide a separate and

distinct solution to the same problem.

Finally, Cummings, PCnet, and Marnan fail to teach any workable combination

of the micro-switch or shorting bar of Maman within an Ethernet system.

it is noted that the method claims “coupling at least one path across specific

contacts” and these contacts are “of the Ethernet connector.” Moreover, “the

at least one path permits use of the specific contacts for Ethernet
communication.”

The Requester relies on Cummings to teach this element. As noted above, the

Requester does not specifically identify where in Cummings, Mam an, or PCnet

an “Ethernet connector” is located, much less “coupling . . . a path across

specific contacts” of the Ethernet connector. However, again, it appears from

the Requesters arguments that the Requester reads the “transmit wires 44a

through 44d and 46a through 46d” of the “data communication link l4” to

apply to the present claim element. However, it is noted that these transmit

wires transmit wires 44a through 44d and 46a through 46d of the data

communication link l4 are NOT part of any terminal equipment, much less an

Ethernet connector of a piece of terminal equipment. As understood by a

PHOSITA, data communication links or lines are used to connect a terminal

device to a central device, but are never “part of" either the central device or

the terminal device. Here, in Cummings, the transmit wires of the data

communication link are not part of the computer l2a through lZd. 
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Accordingly, a Pl-lOSlTA would not conclude that the data communication

link/lines and the transmit wires of Cummings would read on the Ethernet

connector of a piece of terminal equipment having a plurality of contacts. See,

McGilvra Declaration, W4, To a PlthSlTA, transmit wires are wires of a data

cable, not the “contacts” of an “Ethernet connector.” See, McGili/ra

Declaration, ‘fll 5.

As established herein, it is noted that the path is specifically claimed as being

across specific contacts of the Ethernet connector ofthe piece of terminal

equipment as understood by a PHOSlTA. See, McGilvra Declaration, fillQi

The Requester and the Offi ce (during the interview conducted on May 3, ZOl 7)

rely on the firm/25ml? wires ofz‘hc data commzmicazz‘on [iiik to read on the “path”

across the specific contacts. This would permit the transmit wires Lilla—Md and

46a-46d of the data communication link l4 to be plugged into and out ofthe

computer lZZa through l2d. This fact clearly establishes that the transmit wires

of the data communication link are definitional/iv separate from the terminal

equipment (computer). Therefore, a PHOSITA could only conclude that this

alleged “path” is NOT part of any Ethernet connector, much less a piece of

terminal equipment,

Moreover, the Requester’s attempt to read the transmit wires of the data

communication link on the present claim limitation is not in harmony with the

specific claim language requiring that the “coupling at least one path across

specific contacts of the Ethernet connector,” which is specially claimed as

being part of the “piece of terminal equipment.” Accordingly, it is improper to
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attempt to apply connecting across transmit wires of a data communication

link to the specifically recited method of adapting a piece of terminal

equipment of the present claim.

Again, the Requester appears to rely on transmit wires 44a-44d and 46a—46d of

data communication link id to teach “specific contacts.” However, in its

Request, the Requester also points to the 802.3i standard for the limitation

regarding “specific contacts.” Request, at page 8i. Specifically, the Requester

states: “The ‘specitic contacts’ therefore comprise at least one of the plurality

of contacts of the Ethernet connector and at least another one of the plurality of

contacts of the Ethernet connector (i.e., the pair). A path is coupled across

contact pairs, and specifically across the ‘specific contacts.” Request, at page

Si. However, the Requester merely restates the claim language, but does not

explain how one is to bridge the gap between Cummings and lEEE 802.3i with

respect to the claim language. See, htchilvra Declaration, W15, 19.

lEEE 802.3i represents a cable, but it does not represent the Ethernet connector

at the terminal equipment as required by the claims. it also does not represent

the contacts that are specifically located at the terminal equipment. lEEE

802.3i does not meet the limitations of “specific contacts” nor does it meet the

limitation of‘ coupling a path across specific contacts for impedance across the

specific contacts of the Ethernet connector. See, McGilvra Declaration, W46.

In connection with the “specific contacts” limitation, the Requester alleges that

RCnet discloses an “ti-pin R145 lack” on page “3—1 1” The “8—pin Rel—45 lack”

trom page 3—l is shown and identified in Figure 3—l, reproduced below:
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Each “RE-45 jack” shown in PCnet Figure 3—l is a male connector that is

physically separated from each “DTE.” So, PCnet’s “RI—45 jack” cannot be
the “Ethernet connector” of the claim because the claimed “Ethernet

connector” must be part of the “terminal equipment,” not a jack separate and

distinct from the terminal equipment. Figure 3—1 confirms that is not the case

with respect to the “RE—45 jack” on which Requester relies. See Request, at

pages 79—80. flee, McGilvra Declaration, fil’].

Even if the Ell—45 jack were a female connector on the DTE — as opposed to a.

male connector separated from the DTE — Requester does not explain “how”

such a female iii—45 jack would he combined with Cummings? disclosure of

using tapped wires in a cable or the Maman disclosure that utilizes a micro—

switch or shoiting bar in a power cord. Those of ordinary skill in the art know

that a female ill—45 jack is not a cable and has no wires. Therefore, neither the

tapped wires in Cummings nor the power cable of Maman, relied on by

Requester, would he combina‘ole with a female R345 jack. See, McGilVra

Declaration, ill 8.

Additionally, the “coupling” limitation requires a “path across the specific

contacts” of the “Ethernet connector,” which the claims require must be part of

the “piece of terminal equipment.” Because the Requester has not shown that

Cummings/PCnet disclose the required “contacts” of the “Ethernet connector”

as part of a “piece of terminal equipment,” Requester cannot identify any “path

across” the ifmissing) connectors. ignoring that flaw, however, Requester
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relies on the tapped transmit wires 44 through 46 to estahlish the “path.”

Whatever path Cummings discloses cannot be the claimed path because the

claimed path is “across the specific contacts” of the “Ethernet connector”

(which is part of the “piece of terminal equipment”) and Cummings, whether

alone or with the Rl—45 jack of PCnet Figure 3-l, does not disclose such a

path.

it is noted that the claim specifically requires that “arranging impedance

within the at least one path to distinguish the piece ofterniinai equipment”

Because Requester has not shown in any reference that a path is coupled across

specific contacts of the Ethernet connector of the piece of terminal equipment,

it stands that a PHOSITA would clearly not believe that the combination of

references teaches or suggests “arranging” “impedance within the . . . path”

“to distinguish” “the piece of terminal equipment” as claimed. See, McGilvra

Declaration, “ill 0.

77 £4

However, even if one assumes that the transmit wires 44a-d and 46a—d of the

data communication link l4 meet this limitation, the cited references do not

teach the claimed “distinguishing the piece of terminal equipment” and how

such relates to “arranging impedance within the . . . path.” See, McGilvra

Declaration, $32. That is, Requester asserts that this limitation is met when a.

cable is removed from the device. Request, at page 80. Specifically, regarding

Cummings, Requester says, Cummings discloses “supplying a. low DC current

signal to each current loop so as to achieve continuous current flow through

each current loop while each of said associated pieces of equipment is

physically connected to said network via the data communication lines.”

Requester does not contend that this current flow provides the necessary

“distinguishing.” Request, at page 79. Rather, Requester says that the

“distinguishing information” results from Cummings “knowing the

impedance.” Request, at page 80. See, McC-lilvra Declaration, fiZS.

Likewise, Requester cites Maman as disclosing the same thing------ a first

impedance when electrical equipment is connected and a different impedance,

but only when the equipment is disconnected: “”tirst and second status

conductors adapted to exhibit a first impedance value . . . when the electrical

equipment is connected to the equipment and a second impedance value . . .

when the electrical equipment is disconnected from the cable.” Request, at

page 79. See, l‘vchilvra Declaration, $29.

 
l-lowever, Claim 67 does not allow for the method of adapting a piece of
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terminal equipment to include certain components to meet some limitations

and then be disconnected from certain components to meet other claim

limitations. in other words, the method of adapting a piece of Ethernet data

terminal device cannot be defined as the computers with the wires connected to

meet the connectors/contact limitations, but then be redefined as the computers

with the wires disconnected to meet the “coupling” limitation. instead, to meet

the claim, all method steps of the relied upon prior art must be present —

disconnecting a cable, as Cummings and Maman require, necessarily

eliminates components critical to the Requester’s theory for the

connector/contact limitations of Claim l and, therefore, the remaining terminal

device after disconnection of the wires would not meet all of the claim

limitations of Claim 67 See, McGilyra Declaration, ‘HEO.

For example, and hypothetically, if a hardware setup included a “DTE”

connected to a “RI—45 jack” (a slightly modified version of PCnet Figure 3—l)

and tapped wires forming a current loop (ala Cummings), Requester might

hypothetically contend that such a setup meets the first three limitations of the

claim (the preamble and the “selecting” and “coupling” limitations). But to

meet the “arranging” limitation, Cummings and Maman must disconnect the

“El—45 jack” and its cable from the “DTE.” Doing so changes the setup so that

it matches the drawing of PCnet Figure 3—l and no longer meets the first three

claim limitations, i.e., the “DTE” is separated from, and no longer includes the

connector identified by Requester as an “RE—45 jack” (and its “contacts”).

Moreover, the “DTE” is separated from, and would no longer include the

Requester’s identified “path across specific contacts.” This confirms that all

claim limitations are not present simultaneously. See, McGilvra Declaration,

s31.

It is further noted that [BEE 802.3i standard does not teach, suggest, or recite a

path formed over the recited pair of contacts and therefore cannot teach

changing impedance within a path formed over the recited contacts.

  
d). Independent Claim 1' 08

Claim l08 Arguments Relating to Cummings and Mam an

l08. An Based on the analysis above, it should he understood that the present claim is

adapted piece directed to, specifically, a “piece of terminal equipment having an Ethernet
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connector.” That is, as understood by a Pl-lOSlTA, terminal equipment having

an Ethernet connector is a device at which Ethernet data transmission can

originate or terminate. Accordingly, the “piece of terminal equipment” must,

itself, include the recited structure of the claim. See, McGilvra Declaration,

”Tl 2.

With particular regard to Cummings, it is worth noting that the Requester

merely uses Cummings to “teach[] Ethernet.” Request, at page l l4.

indeed, Cummings does not adapt, configure, modify, or design the computer

l2 (“These approaches, however, are generally undesirable since they require

the incorporation of additional components into each machine.” Cummings, at

rel—64.).

With particular regard to Maman, the Requester correctly notes that Maman

does not teach Ethernet. Request, at page l l4. However, Patent aner also

notes that lvlaman fails to even teach or suggest any terminal equipment tie. a

device at which Ethernet data transmission can originate or terminate).

Maman merely teaches “electronic equipment 2, in this case shown as a

computer” that is monitored via disconnection of its AC power plug. Martian,

at 3 :5—20, See, McGilvra Declaration, $29. However, the electronic equipment

2 ot‘Maman is NOT described as having any Ethernet, much less data terminal

equipment. See, McGilvra Declaration, $1125, 26.

Maman l‘yEVER teaches or envisions use of Ethernet in any form and provides

no structure related thereto. ln fact, it is improper to infer that the electrical

equipment (computer) of March 1, l990 (Maman’s filing date) had any

Ethernet components or functionality. Therefore, lvlaman does not actually

teach “a piece of terminal equipment” as alleged hy the Requester, because the

computer of Maman cannot even be considered, “terminal equipment” as that

term is used in Ethernet systems. Moreover, a PHQSlTA would not rely on

Maman for any teachings relating to Ethernet, as Maman is only focused on a

power cable solution and power cables and Ethernet are not compatihle. See,

McGilvra Declaration, $18.

As established, herein, the Requester has failed to provide any support for

establishing a motivation to combine Maman with Cummings or any other

reference. Notwithstanding, Patent Owner notes that a PHOSTTA would not

be motivated to combine Maman with Cummings because, at least, l) any
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comhination is fatal to Ethernet communications (See, McGilvra Declaration,

$8), and 2) Maman or Cummings would not require the theft detection

solution of the other as they are mutually exclusive and provide a separate and

distinct solution to the same problem.

Finally, Cummings, PCnet, and Maman fail to teach any workable combination

of the micro—switch or shorting bar ot‘Maman within an Ethernet system.

V It is noted that the piece of terminal equipment is claimed as having an
“Ethernet connector” and the Ethernet connector having “specific contacts.”

The Requester relies on Cummings to teach this element. As noted above, the

Requester does not specifically identify where in Cummings a “piece of

terminal equipment” is located. However, it appears from the Requesters

arguments that the Requester reads the “transmit wires 44a through 44d and

46a through 46d” of the “data communication link l4” to apply to the present

claim element. However, it is noted that these transmit wires transmit wires

44a through 44d and 46a through 46d of the data communication link 14 are

NOT part of any terminal equipment. As understood by a Pl-lOSlTA, data
communication links or lines are used to connect a terminal device to a central

device, but are never “part of” either the central device or the terminal device.

Here, in Cummings, the transmit wires of the data communication link are not

part of the computer 12a through 12d.
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Accordingly, a Pl-lOSlTA would not conclude that the data communication

link/lines and the transmit wires of Cummings would read on the Ethernet
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connector of a piece of terminal equipment having a plurality of contacts. See,

McGilvra Declaration, filld, To a PHOSlTA, transmit wires are wires of a data

cable, not the “contacts” of an “Ethernet connector.” See, McGilvra

Declaration, ‘1] l 5.

As established herein, it is noted that the path is specifically claimed as being

across specific contacts of the Ethernet connector ofthc piece of terminal

equipment as understood by a PHOSlTA. See, McGilvra Declaration, fill).

The Requester and the Office (during the interview conducted on May 3, 20l7)

rely on the transmit satires oftfte data commtmtcotton link to read, on the “path”

across the specific contacts. This would permit the transmit wires 44a-44d and

46a—46d of the data communication link l4 to be plugged into and out of the

computer l2a through lZd. This fact clearly establishes that the transmit wires

of the data communication link are definitionalt’y separate from the terminal

equipment (computer). Therefore, a PHOSITA could only conclude that this

alleged “path” is NGT part of any Ethernet connector.

Moreover, the Requester’ s attempt to read the transmit wires of the data

communication linl: on the present claim limitation is not in harmony with the

specific claim language requiring that the “path {is} coupled across specilic

contacts of the Ethernet connector,” which is specially claimed as being part of

the “piece of terminal equipment.” Accordingly, it is improper to attempt to

apply connecting across transmit wires ofct data communication link to the

specifically recited terminal equipment of the present claim.

Again, the Requester appears to rely on transmit wires 44a—44d and 46a-46d of

data communication link l4 to teach “specific contacts.” However, in its

Request, the Requester also points to the 802.3i standard for the limitation

regarding “selected contacts.” Request, at page llo. Specifically, the

Requester states: “The ‘selected contacts’ therefore comprise at least one of the

plurality of contacts of the Ethernet connector and at least another one of the

plurality of contacts of the Ethernet connector (i.e., the pair). A path is coupled

across contact pairs, and specifically across the ‘selected contacts?” Request,

at pages l 15, l l6. However, the Requester merely restates the claim language

(albeit incorrectly), but does not explain how one is to bridge the gap between

Cummings and lEEE 802.3i with respect to the claim language. See, McGilvra

Declaration, filfilS, l9.

lEEE 802.3i represents a cable, but it does not represent the connector at the

terminal equipment as required by the claims. it also does not represent the

contacts that are specifically located at the terminal. lEEE 802.3i does not

meet the limitations of “specific contacts.” See, McGilvra Declaration, qW46.
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 In connection with the “specific contacts” limitation, the Requester alleges that

PCnet discloses an “8—=pin Rl—45 lack” on page “3—1.” The “8—pin Riv-45 lack”

from page 3—l is shown and identified in Figure 3—l, reproduced below:
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Each “RE-45 jack” shown in PCnet Figure 3-l is a male connector that is

physically separated from each “DTEW So, PCnet’s “RI—45 jack” cannot be

the “Ethernet connector” of the claim because the claimed “Ethernet

connector” must be part of the “terminal equipment,” not a jack separate and

distinct from the terminal equipment, Figure 3-], confirms that is not the case

with respect to the “RI—45 jack” on which Requester relies. See Request, at

pages 29-30 See, htchilvra Declaration, fill

Even if the R145 jack were a female connector on the DTE — as opposed to a

male connector separated from the DTE _ Requester does not explain “how”

such a female RJ—45 jack would he combined with Curnntings’ disclosure of

using tapped wires in a cable or the Marnan disclosure that utilizes a micro-

switch or shorting bar in a power cord. Those of ordinary skill in the art know

that a female Rl—A’lS jack is not a cable and has no wires. Therefore, neither the

tapped wires in Cummings nor the power cable of Maman, relied on by

Requester, would he comhinahle with a female ill-45 jack. See, McGilvra

Declaration, ill 8.
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Additionally, the “coupled” limitation requires a. “path coupled across the

specific contacts” of the “Ethernet connector,” which the claims require must

he part of the “piece of terminal equipment.” Because the Requester has not

shown that Cummings/PCnet disclose the required “contacts” of the “Ethernet

connector” as part of a “piece of terminal equipment,” Requester cannot

identify any “path across” the (missing) connectors. ignoring that flaw,

however, Requester relies on the tapped transmit wires 44 through 46 to

establish the “path.” Whatever path Cummings discloses cannot he the

claimed path because the claimed path is “across the specific contacts” of the

“Ethernet connector” (which is part of the “piece of terminal equipment”) and

Cummings, whether alone or with the Rl—45 jack ofPCnet Figure 3—l, does not

disclose such a path.

it is noted that the claim specifically requires that “impedance within the at

least one path” is “arranged to distinguish the piece Qf’iermii’icii eqiiipmeni.”

Because Requester has not shown in any reference that a path is coupled across

specific contacts of the Ethernet connector of the piece of terminal equipment,

it stands that a PllGSlTA, would clearly not believe that the combination of

references teaches or suggests “arranging” “impedance within the . . . path” “to

distinguish the piece of terminal equipment” as claimed. See, McGilvra

Declaration, sfill).

However, even if one assumes that the transmit wires 44a—d and 46a—d of the

data communication link l4 meet this limitation, the cited references do not

teach the claimed “impedance within the . . . path” being “arranged to

distinguish” “the piece of terminal equipment.” See, McGilvra Declaration,

$32. That is, Requester asserts that this limitation is met when a cable is

removed from the device. Request, at pages llél, llS. Specifically, regarding

Cummings, Requester says, Cummings discloses “supplying a low DC current

signal to each current loop so as to achieve continuous current flow through

each current loop while each of said associated pieces of equipment is

physically connected to said network via the data communication lines.”

Requester does not contend that this current flow provides the necessary

“distinguishing information.” Request, at page lid. Rather, Requester says

that the “distinguishing information” results from “a change in current flow

indicative of disconnection of one of said pieces of associated equipment.”

Request, at page l l5. See, McGilvra Declaration, $28.

Likewise, Requester cites Marnan as disclosing the same thing—a first

impedance when electrical equipment is connected and a different impedance,
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but only when the equipment is disconnected: “"tirst and second status

conductors adapted to exhibit a first impedance value . . . when the electrical

equipment is connected to the equipment and a second impedance value , , .

when the electrical equipment is diSCOi’li'ie‘Cfed from the cable.” Request, at

page llS. See, McGilvra Declaration, $29,

However, Claim 108 does not allow for the Ethernet data terminal device to

include certain components to meet some limitations and then be disconnected

from certain components to meet other claim limitations. in other words, the

Ethernet data terminal device cannot be defined as the computers with the

wires connected to meet the connectors/contact limitations, but then be

redefined as the computers with the wires disconnected to meet the “arranged

to distinguish” limitation. instead, to meet the claim, all components of the

relied upon prior art must be present disconnecting a cable, as Cummings

and Maman require, necessarily eliminates components critical to the

Requesterls theory for the connector/contact limitations of Claim l08 and,

therefore, the remaining Ethernet data terminal device alter disconnection of

the wires would not meet all of the claim limitations of Claim 108. See,

McGilvra Declaration, $30.

For example, and hypothetically, if a hardware setup included a “DTE”

connected to a “RE—45 jack” (a slightly modified version of PCnet Figure 3—1)

and tapped wires forming a current loop (ala Cummings), Requester might

hypothetically contend that such a setup meets the first three limitations of the

claim (the preamble and the “selecting” and “coupling” limitations). But to

meet the “associating” limitation, Cummings and Maman inust disconnect the

“RI—45 jack” and its cable from the “DYE.” Doing so changes the setup so that

it matches the drawing ol‘PCnet Figure 3—l and no longer meets the first three

claim limitations, i.e., the “DTE” is separated from, and no longer includes the

connector identified by Requestor as an “RI—45 jack” (and its “contacts”).

Moreover, the “UTE” is separated from, and would no longer include the

Requester’s identified “path across specific contacts.” This confirms that all

claim limitations are not present simultaneously. See, McGilvra Declaration,

1:31.

It is further noted that IEEE 802.3i standard does not teach, suggest, or recite a

path formed over the recited “pair” of contacts and therefore cannot teach

changing impedance within a path formed over the recited contacts.
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e} Dependent Ciaiins

it is noted that each of the recited dependent claims depend directly or indirectly from

independent Claims l, 3l, ()7, and 108. Accordingly, the Patent aner directs the Boards

attention to the arguments set forth herein in connection with Cummings, Maman, and PCnet,

and submits that at least for the reasons set forth herein, the dependent claims, like the

independent claims, remain pa‘tentahle.

{1). Dependent Claims 3, 15, to, 17, 45, 4'6, 427, 70, 71

1 1 1, H2 ‘Ia’entifying Information’

Claims 3, l5, l6, 17, 45, 46, 47, 70, 7i lll, llZ each claims:

3. The method according to claim l wherein the associating

distinguishing information about the piece of Ethernet data

terminal equipment to impedance Within the at least one path

comprises associating ideniifiiing infirmation about the piece of

Ethernet data terminal equipment to impedance within the at least

one path

l5. The method according to claim 1 wherein the Ethernet

connector is an B1345 jack comprising the contact 1 through the

contact 8 and the associating distinguishing information about the

piece of Ethernet data terminal equipment to impedance within the

at least one path comprises associating itientifi’ing information

about the piece ofEtnernet data terminal eat/itpment to impedance

'it’itnin the at feast one path.

lo. The method according to Claim 1 wherein the associating

distinguishing information about the piece of Ethernet data

terminal equipment to impedance Within the at least one path

comprises associating identifying information about the piece of

Ethernet data terminal equipment to impedance within the at least

one path and the piece of Ethernet data terminal equipment is a

piece of BaseT Ethernet data terminal equipment.
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l7. The method according to Claim 1 wherein the Ethernet

connector is an EMS jack comprising the contact 1 through the

contact 8, the piece of Ethernet data terminal equipment is a piece

of Basel Ethernet data terminal equipment and the associating

distinguishing information about the piece of Ethernet data

terminal equipment to impedance within the at least one path

comprises associating identifying information about the piece of

Ethernet data terminal equipment to impedance within the at least

one path.

33. The piece of Ethernet data terminal equipment according to

claim 3i wherein the distinguishing information about the piece of

Ethernet data terminal equipment associated to impedance within

the at least one path comprises icicntifiving information about the

piece ofEthernet data terminal equipment.

45. The piece of Ethernet data terminal equipment according to

claim 3i wherein the Ethernet connector is an R545 jack

comprising the contact 1 through the contact 8 and the

distinguishing information about the piece of Ethernet data

terminal equipment associated to impedance within the at least one

path comprises iderttiifiiing information about the piece ofEthernet

data terminal equipment.

46. The piece of Ethernet data terminal equipment according to

Claim 31 wherein the distinguishing information about the piece of

Ethemet data terminal equipment associated to impedance within

the at least one path comprises iderttiifiiing information about the

piece of Ethernet data terminai equipment and the piece of

Ethernet data terminal equipment is a piece of Basel Ethernet data

terminal equipment.

47. The piece of Ethernet data terminal equipment according to

Claim 3] wherein the Ethernet connector is an EMS jack

comprising the contact l through the contact 8, the piece of

Ethernet data terminal equipment is a piece of Basel” Ethernet data

terminal equipment and the distinguishing information about the

piece of Ethernet data terminal equipment associated to impedance
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within the at least one path comprises identifi/ing injbrmation

about the piece ofEthernet data terminal equipment,

70, The method according to claim 67 wherein the arranging

impedance within the at least one path to distinguish the piece of

terminal equipment comprises armngint impedance within the at

least one path to idefit‘ljj’ the piece ofterminai’ equipment.

7l. The method according to claim 67 wherein the arranging

impedance within the at least one path to distinguish the piece of

terminal equipment comprises arranging impedance within the at

least one path to lil’lliqué’ly identify the piece ofterminai’ equipment.

ill. The piece of terminal equipment according to claim lGS

wherein the impedance within the at least one path is arranged to

identify the piece of terminal equipment.

ll2. The piece of terminal equipment according to claim lGS

wherein the impedance within the at least one path is arranged to

lil’lliqueiy identify the piece ofterminai’ equipment.

Claims 3; l5, l6; l7 each depends from independent Claim l, Claims 33, 45, 46, 47 each

depends from independent Claim 3i, Claims 70, 71 each depends from independent Claim 67,

and Claims lll, l l2. each depends from independent Claim lOS. /-’\ccordingly, the Patent aner

directs the Board’s attention to the arguments set forth herein in connection with Cummings,

Maman, and PCnet. The Patent aner further notes that Cummings, Maman, and PCnet, singly

or in combination, fail to teach or suggest associating or arranging “identiii/ing information about

the piece of Ethernet data terminal equipment to impedance within the at least one path” as

claimed.

The ‘GlZ Patent explains:

[The prior art was] generally incapable of detecting the electrical

connection status of equipmentfi] it cannot detect the physical
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location of equipment, the identifying name of equipment is not

permanent, and the monitored asset's must be powered—up.

Therefore, a method for permanently identifiiing an asset

by attaching an external or internal device to the asset and

communicating with that device using existing network wiring or

cabi'ing is desirable. . . . Such a device would aliow a company to

track its assets, locate any given asset, and count the total ntmihei'

ofidentified assets at any given time, tints significantly reducing its

[total cost ofownersnip] ofidenttfiea’ assets.45

in short, the patentees provided a soiution to identifi‘, communicate with, and manage

distributed assets in a BaseT Ethernet network, over existing network wires, even when the

assets (cg, PCs, workstations) were operationally turned off. This identification, especially

when interpreted in Eight of the specification, permanentiy identifies an asset and permits

tracking of the asset.

in contrast, Cummings, Maman, nor PCnet provide any teaching or suggestion regarding

7

“distinguishing information”, let alone “identifying informationf Cummings is silent with

regard to “identifying” any Ethernet data terminai equipment. Moreover, continuity information

about the entire current loop of Cummings (which extends aiong data communication links 14,

personal computers lZa—iZd, etc.) does not and, cannot associate or arrange “identifi/ing

infiirmation about the piece of Ethernet data terminal equipment to impedance within the at least

one path.” Because each personai computer iZa—iZd is identicai, connection/disconnection of a

personai computer does not permit one to gain “identifying information about the piece of

Ethernet data terminai equipment” or “uniquely identify” the piece of terminai equipment.

Moreover, there is no teaching or suggestion in Cummings, Maman, or PCnet where any

45 m2 Patent at izes—zzii.
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“identifying infermatien” is asseciated er arranged relative te impedance within the claimed,

path

Accerdingly, Patent {)wner submits that like independent Claims 1, 31, ‘67, 108
7

dependent Claims 3, 9, 39, 105, 107, 146, 148 remain patentahle.

(2). Dependent Claims 5, 35, £73, 114777777 ‘Dei’eciron
[trainee/,7 "

Claims 5, 35, 7'3, and 114 each claims:

,.

:s. The method accnrding to claim 1 wherein the impedance

within the at least one path is part of a detection preteen].

35. The piece of Ethernet data terminal equipment accerding to

claim '31 wherein the impedance within the at least one path is part

of a detectini’z protocol.

73. The method accerding tn claim 67 wherein the arranging

impedance within the at least one path comprises arranging

impedance within the at least one path t0 be part 01’ a detection

preteen],

114. The piece of terminal equipment acccrding to claim 108

wherein the impedance within the at least One path is arranged tn

be part of a dcteetz’mt protocal.

Claim 5 depends from independent Claim 1, Claim 35 depends l‘rein independent Claim

31, Claim 73 depends frem independent Claim 67, and Claim 1,14 depends from independent

Claim 108. il-cherdingly, the Patent aner directs the Beardls attentien to the arguments set

faith herein in connectien with Cummings, Maman, and PCnet. The Patent Owner further notes

that Cummings, Maman, and PCnet, singly er in ceinbinatien, fail tn teach er suggest the “path is

part of a detection pretcccl”, “impedance within the . . . path is part of a detectien protocol”,

“arranging impedance within the . . . path to be part of a detection prctccol”, er “impedance
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within the . . . path is arranged to be part of a detection protocol” as claimed. These claims

specifically require that the path and/or impedance within the path is part of a “detection

protocol.” The word “protocol” has a well understood meaning in the networking field. A

protocol, as defined in the computer networking field, is “a mutually agreed upon method of

communication.” See the lnternet Engineering Task Force l993 paper titled “PYT on ‘What is

the lnternet?” (available at h ‘”‘ ) However, the Requester"s theory

on unpatentahility is predicated on disconnection of the claimed path and does not provide any

alleged teaching for “protocol,” as that term is understood in the networking field. Therefore, no

“protocol” can be implemented in a disconnected path.

Accordingly, Patent Owner submits that like independent Claims l, 31, 67 and 108,
7

dependent Claims 5, 3‘1, 73, and ll4 remains patentahle.

(3). Dependent Claims '7, 8, 9, 317, 38, 397“}?lwo
Contacts

Claims 7, 8, 9, 37, 38, 39 each claims:

7. The method according to claim l wherein the at least one

ofthe plurality ofcontacts of the Ethernet connector comprises two

ofthe ptnrattty ofcontacts of the Ethernet connector.

8. The method according to claim 1 wherein the at feast

another one of the plurality of contacts of the Ethernet connector

comprises two of the pitti’ttitfi’ of contacts of the Ethernet
connector,

9, The method according to claim 1 wherein the Ethernet

connector is an R345 jack comprising the contact 1 through the

contact 8, the at least one of the phrrat’tty of contacts of the

Ethernet connector comprises two of the ptnraitty of contacts of

the Ethernet connector and the two of the plurality of contacts

comprise the contact 3 and the contact 6.
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37. The piece of Ethernet data terminal equipment according to

claim 31 wherein the at least one of the plurality qfconto’cts of the

Ethernet connector comprises two of the plurality of contacts of

the Ethernet connector.

38. The piece of Ethernet data terminal equipment according to

claim 3l wherein the at least another one of the plurality of

contacts of the Ethernet cotmector comprises two ofthe plurality of

contacts of the Ethernet connector.

39‘ The piece of Ethernet data terminal equipment according to

claim 3l wherein the Ethernet connector is an 8545 jacl:

comprising the contact l through the contact 8, the at least one of

the plurality ofcontacts of the Ethernet connector comprises two of

the plurality of contacts of the Ethernet connector and the two of

the plurality of contacts comprise the contact 3 and the contact 6.

Claims 7, 8, and 9 depend from independent Claim l, and Claims 37, 38, and 39 depend from

independent Claim 31. Accordingly, the Patent Owner directs the Board’s attention to the

arguments set forth herein in connection with Cummings, Maman, and PCnet. The Patent

Owner thither notes that Cummings, Maman, and PCnet, singly or in combination, fail to teach

or suggest that the claimed “at least one” or the claimed “at least another one” of the contacts of

the Ethernet connection comprises “two of the plurality of contacts” as claimed. That is, the

claimed, path is defined as being coupled across “at least one” and “at least another one” of the

contacts of the Ethernet connector, but by Claims 7, 8, 9, 7, 38, and 39, the “at least one” or the

“at least another one” is now claimed as “two.” However, this arrangement is impossible in

La)Cummings as the field winding 5
V

of the isolation transformer ‘52 is only illustrated across a

single pair of transmit wires. in order for Cummings to teach a path across “two” contacts and
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“at least another one” of the contacts, there would he no return through the isolation transformer

52, Cummings does not, and could not, envision such an arrangement

Accordingly, Patent Owner submits that like independent Claims l and 31, dependent

Claims 7, S, 9, 37, 3S, and 39 remain patentahle.

{4). Dependent Ctairn 9777777 ‘Contact 3 and Contact 6’

Claim 9 claims:

9. The method according to claim l wherein the Ethernet

connector is an [on jack comprising the contact I through the

contact 8, the at least one of the phirahty of contacts of the

Ethernet connector comprises two ofthe phiratiiy of‘contacts of the

Ethernet connector and the train of the pint/'atity of contacts

comprise the contact 3 and the contact 5.

Claim 9 depends from independent Claim l. Accordingly, the Patent Owner directs the

Board’s attention to the arguments set forth herein in connection with Cummings, Maman, and

PCnet. The Patent Owner further notes that Cummings, Maman, and PCnet, singly or in

combination, fail to teach or suggest the “Ethernet connector is an RI45 jack comprising the

contact I through the contact 8, the at least one of the plurality of contacts of the Ethernet

connector comprises two of the piaraiity ofcontacts of the Ethernet connector and the tit/o of the

pint/'atity of contacts comprise the contact 3 and the contact 6” as claimed, Specifically,

Cummings and Maman provide no teaching or suggestion regarding the Ethernet connector of

the Ethernet data terminal equipment being an “RMS jack.” Moreover, it is noted that according

to Claim 1, the method comprises “coupling at least one path across the selected contacts of the

Ethernet connector” where “the selected contacts comprising at least one of the plurality of

contacts of the Ethernet connector and at least another one of the plurality of contacts of the
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7

Ethernet connector.’ Claim 9 claims that “the at least one of the plurality of contacts of the

Ethernet connector comprises two of the plurality of contacts of the Ethernet connector and the

two of the plurality of contacts comprise the contact 3 and the contact ‘6.” That is, the method

requires coupling at least one path across the combination of contact 3 and the contact 6 and the

claimed “at least another one of the plurality of contacts.”

The Requester’s argues that “Cummings teaches: ‘Transniit wires 44a through 44d and

46a through 46d are existing wires found within data communication link l4 that are selectively

tapped as pairs in accordance with the present invention to provide current loops 50a through

50d.” Cummings, col. 4 ll. 20—24.”46 However; this misconstrues the teachings of Cummings.

Cummings in fact teaches an existing field winding 53 extending across a single pair of transmit

wires (e. g. 44a and 46a) or a single pair of receive wires (not shown in Cummings) (ie. an intra—

pair loop). However, Cummings does not teach or suggest a path across contacts 3 and 6 and “at

least another one of the plurality of contacts” (ie. an inter—pair loop).

it is noted that the Qllice, in the Notice of intent to issue a Reexamination Certificate

mailed August 9, 20l7 in the related reexamination of the ‘760 Patent? confirmed this

interpretation of Cummings and stated “Cummings fails to teach a ”loop formed over at least one

of the conductors of the first pair and at least one of the conductors of the second pair” as recited

(eg... between 44a and 44h/46h) (lo, an inter—pair loop)”47

Accordingly, Patent Owner submits that like independent Claim l, dependent Claim 9

remains patentahle.

46 Request, page 37.
4/ Notice ol‘lntent to issue a Reexamination Certificate (see Control No. 90/013,802; US. Patent No. 8,902,760,
mailed August 9, 2M7; page 6.
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(5). Dependent Claim 11, 41'777777 ‘Two Paths’
Claims 11 and 41 each claims:

11. The method according to claim 1 wherein the coupling at

least one path across the selected contacts comprises coupling two

paths across the selected contacts.

All. The piece of Ethernet data terminal equipment according to

claim 31 wherein the at least one path comprises twr'opatns.

Claim 11 depends from independent Claim 1, and Claim 41 depends from independent

Claim 31. Accordingly, the Patent ()wner directs the Board’s attention to the arguments set forth

herein in connection with Cummings, Marnan, and PCnet. The Patent Owner further notes that

Cummings, Martian, and PCnet, singly or in combination, fail to teach or suggest the claimed

path being “two paths” as claimed. This arrangement is impossible in Cummings as the field

winding 53 of the isolation transformer 52 is only illustrated across a. single pair of transmit wires

and represents only a single path. in order for Cummings to teach two paths the contacts would

contravene the operation and purpose of the isolation transformer 52. Cummings does not, and

could not, envisi on such an arrangement.

Accordingly, Patent Owner submits that like independent Claims 1 and 31, dependent

Claims 11 and 41 remain patentahle.

{6). Dependent Claim 22, 52, 80, 12]777777 “Impedance

Function of Voltage

Claims 22, 52, 80, ill each claims:

22. The method according to claim 1 wherein the impedance

within the at least one path is a firnetion of voltage across the

selected contacts.
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52. The piece of Ethernet data terminal equipment according to

claim 3i wherein the impedance l't/il'hiii the at least one path is a

function ofvoiz‘age across the selected contacts.

80. The method according to claim 67 wherein the arranging

impedance within the at least one path comprises arranging

impedance within the at least one path to be a function of voltage

across the specific contacts.

lZl. The piece of terminal equipment according to claim res

wherein the impedance within the at least one path is arranged to

be afimciion ofvoiiage across the specific contacts.

Claim 22 depends from independent Claim l, Claim 52 depends from independent Claim

3i, Claim 86 depends from independent Claim 67., and Claim l2l depends from independent

Claim l08. Accordingly, the Patent Owner directs the Board’s attention to the arguments set

forth herein in connection with Cummings, Maman, and PCnet. The Patent Owner further notes

that Cummings; Maman, and PCnet, singly or in combination, fail to teach or suggest the

claimed “impedance within the . . . path is a function of voltage across the . . . contacts” or

“arranging impedance within the . . . path to he a function of voltage across the . . . contacts” as

claimed. The impedance within the isolations transformer 52 of Cummings is not a function of

voltage and cannot change as a function of anything, much less voltage. Variation of impedance

of the isolation transformer 52 of Cummings would disrupt the Ethernet signal. The impedance

(actually, admittance) within isolation transformer 52 does not change and no evidence is

presented by Requester that suggests otherwise. Requester merely argues that “this function is

inherent in any of the electrical engineering references included in this request.”8 However,

th’s law does not suggest that impedance must vary or he a function of voltage.

48 Request, page 48.
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Accordingly, Patent Owner submits that like independent Claims l, 3t, 67, and l08,

dependent Claims 22, 52, 80, l2], remain patentahle,

(‘7), Dependent Claim 397 ‘Contact 3 and Contact 6 ’

Claim 39 claims:

39, The piece of Ethernet data terminal equipment according to

claim 3i wherein the Ethernet connector is an R145 jack

comprising the contact l through the contact 8, the at least one of

the plurality ofcontacts of the Ethernet connector comprises two of

the plurality of contacts of the Ethernet connector and the two of

the plurality ofcontacts comprise the contact 3 and the contact 6.

Claim 39 depends from independent Claim 3i. Accordingly, the Patent {)wner directs

the Board’s attention to the arguments set forth herein in connection with Cummings, Maman,

and PCnet. The Patent Owner further notes that Cummings, Mainan, and PCnet, singly or in

combination, fail to teach or suggest the “Ethernet connector is an [ti/4’5 jack cornprisin,t the

contact I through the contact 8, the at least one of the ,Zaratity of contacts of the Ethernet

connector comprises two of the plurality ofcontacts of the Ethernet connector and the two of the

plurality of contacts comprise the contact 3 and the contact 6” as claimed. Specifically,

Cummings and Maman provide no teaching or suggestion regarding the Ethernet connector of

the Ethernet data terminal equipment heing an “EMS jack.” Moreover, it is noted that according

to Claim l, the piece of Ethernet data terminal equipment comprises “at least one path coupled

across selected contacts” where “the selected contacts comprising at least one of the plurality of

contacts of the Ethernet connector and at least another one of the plurality of contacts of the

7

Ethernet connector? Claim 39 claims that “the at least one of the plurality of contacts of the

Ethernet connector comprises two of the plurality of contacts of the Ethernet connector and the
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two of the plurality of contacts comprise the contact 3 and the contact 6.” That is, the Ethernet

data terminal equipment requires at least one path coupled across the combination of contact 3

and the contact ‘6 and the claimed “at least another one of the plurality of contacts.”

The Requester’s argues that “Cummings teaches: ‘Transmit wires 44a through 44d and

46a through 46d are existing wires found within data communication link l4 that are selectively

tapped as pairs in accordance with the present invention to provide current loops 50a through

50d.” Cummings, col. 4 ll. 20—24749 However, this inisconstiues the teachings of Cummings.

Cummings in fact teaches an existing field winding 53 extending across a single pair of transmit

wires to. g. 44a and 46a) or a single pair of receive wires (not shown in Cummings). However,

Cummings does not teach or suggest a path across contacts 3 and 6 and “at least another one of

the plurality of contacts” (fie. an inter—pair loop).

it is noted that the Office, in the Notice of Intent to issue a Reexamination Certificate

mailed August 9, 20l7 in the related reexamination of the ‘760 Patent, confirmed this

interpretation of Cummings and stated “Cummings fails to teach a “loop formed over at least one

of the conductors of the first pair and at least one of the conductors of the second pair” as recited

(e.g hetween 44a and Mic/dob) (i.e., an inter—pair loop)”50

Accordingly, Patent Owner submits that like independent Claim 3 1, dependent Claim 39

remains patentahle.

‘Patft Formed
 

(8). Dependent Claims 27, .28, 527, 58

Through Teri/”moi Equipment '

Claims 27, 28, 57, and 58 each claims:

1” Request, page 62.
N Notice ol‘lntent to issue a Reexamination Certificate (see Control No. 90/013,802; US. Patent No. 8,902,760,
mailed August 9, 2017, page 6.
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27. The method according to claim 1 wherein the at least one

path coupled across the selected contacts is formed through the

piece of Ethernet data terminal equipment.

28. The method according to any one of claims 1 through 26

wherein the at least one path coupled across the selected contacts is

formed through the piece of Ethernet data terminal equipment.

57. The piece of Ethernet data terminal equipment according to

claim 31 wherein the at least one path coupled across the selected,

contacts is formed through the piece of Ethernet data terminal

equipment.

58. The piece of Ethernet data terminal equipment according to

any one of claims 31 through 56 wherein the at least one path

coupled across the selected contacts isjbrmed through the piece of

Ethernet data terminal equipment.

Claim 27 depends from independent Claim l, and Claim 28 is a multiple—dependent claim

depending from any one of Claims 1—26. Claim 57 depends from independent Claim 31, and

Claim 58 is a multiple-dependent claim depending from any one of Claims 3 l—So. Accordingly,

the Patent Owner directs the Board’s attention to the arguments set forth herein in connection

with Cummings, Maman, and PCnet. The Patent Owner further notes that Cummings, Maman,

and PCnet, singly or in combination, fail to teach or suggest “at least one path coupled across the

selected contacts isformed through the piece of Ethernet data terminal equipment” as claimed.

These claims specifically require that the path coupled across the selected contacts is actually

“ armed through the piece of Ethernet data terminal equipment.” The explicit language of the

claim does not permit a reading of the claim to allow the path to he formed through ancillary

componentry.
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The Requester argues that “Cummings teaches: ‘[t]he low current power signal flows

through an internal path provided by existing circuitry in personal computer 12a? Cummings,

col. 4 ll. 2760”“ However, this overlooks the fact that the Requesterls alleged path (ie the

field winding 53 of the isolation transformer 52, in addition to the data communication links '14

and current loops 50a through 50d) does not meet the claimed definition of a “path,” which

requires associating “distinguishing information about the piece of Ethernet data terminal

equipment in impedance within the at least one pain.” As one will recall, the fi eld winding 53 of

Cummings is an existing current loop that provides no impedance (in fact, it is merely

admittance) and certainly does not provide impedance within the path to be associated to

distinguishing information about the piece of Ethernet data terminal equipment. The field

winding 53 of Cummings is identical in every personal computer l2a and, thus, provides no

distinguishing information. Accordingly, the Requester°s alleged “path” is not “formed through”

the piece of Ethernet data terminal equipment and Cummings fails to teach the claimed path

heing “formed through” the piece of Ethernet data. terminal equipment,

The Requester further cursorily states that “’PCnet illustrates an 8—pim lit—45 Jack that

illustrates the path being formed through a DTE:

5] Request, pages 5 l, 52, and 77.
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PCnet, 3-l,

Figure 3-—l.”52 However, it should he abundantly clear that no such “path” is taught, suggested,

or illustrated in PCnet, much less a path “formed through” the piece of Ethernet data terminal

equipment, PCnet merely illustrates blank structures devoid of any circuitry detail. PCnet, in

contrast to Cummings, does not teach the use of existing Basel wiring and/or a path formed

through a piece of terminal equipment to form an associated current loop for any purpose — at

least because, as a core tenet of Ethernet, Ethernet cammzmicalimrr s‘ignu/13‘ (in no! travel through

a Current {00p

Accordingly, Patent Owner submits that like independent Claims l and 3i, dependent

Claims 27, 28, 57, and 58 remain patentable.

{9). Dependent Claims 105 and I {3,7777777 Contacts 1 and 2
and Contacts 3 and 6’

5 Request, pages 52 and 77.
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Claim lGS claims:

lQS. The method according to claim 67 wherein the at teast one

of the specific contacts comprises the contact 1 and the contact 2

and the at least another one of the specific contacts comprises the

contact 3 and the contact 6.

Claim l07 claims:

l07. The method according to claim l06 wherein the at least

one ofthe specific contacts comprises the contact I and the contact

2 ana7 the at least another one of the specific contacts comprises

the contact 3 and the contact 6.

Claim lOS depends from independent Claim 67, and Claim l07 depends from multiple—

dependent Claim 106 that depends from any one of Claims 67404. Accordingly, the Patent

Owner directs the Board’s attention to the arguments set forth herein in connection with

Cummings, Maman, and PCnet. The Patent Owner further notes that Cummings, Maman, and

PCnet, singly or in combination, fail to teach or suggest “the at least one ofthe specific contacts

comprises the contact I and the contact 2 and the at least another one of the specific contacts

comprises the contact 3 and the contact 6” as claimed. Specifically, the method of Claim 67

comprises “coupling at least one path across specific contacts of the Ethernet connector” where

“the Ethernet connector comprising the contact l through the contact 8, the specific contacts of

the Ethernet connector comprising at least one of the contacts of the Ethernet connector and at

7
least another one of the contacts of the Ethernet connector.” Claims lOS and lO’?’ each claims

that “the at least one of the specific contacts comprises the contact I and the contact 2 anai the at

t'east another one ofthe specific contacts comprises the contact 3 and the contact 67’ That is, the

method requires coupling at least one path across the contacts I and 2 and the contacts 3 and a

of the Ethernet connector.
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The Requester’s argues that “Cummings teaches: ‘Transmit wires 44a through 44d and

46a. through 46d are existing wires found within data connnunication link 14 that are selectively

tapped as pairs in accordance with the present invention to provide current loops 50a through

50d.” Cummings, col. 4 ll. 2024.”53 However, this misconstiues the teachings of Cummings.

Cummings in fact teaches an existing iield winding 53 extending across a single pair of transmit

wires (eg, 44a and 46a) or a single pair of receive wires (not shown in Cummings) (ie an intra-

pair loop). However, Cummings does not teach or suggest a path coupled across contacts l and

2 and contacts 3 and 6 (ie. an inter—pair loop).

it is noted that the Office, in the Notice of intent to issue a Reexamination Certificate

mailed August 9, 20l7 in the related reexamination of the ‘760 Patent, confirmed this

interpretation of Cummings and stated “Cummings fails to teach a "loop formed over at least one

of the conductors of the first pair and at least one of the conductors of the second pair” as recited

(eg, between 44a and, 44h/46h) (ie, an inter—pair loop).”54

Accordingly, Patent Owner submits that like independent Claim 67, dependent Claims

105 and it)? remain patentahlei

([0). Dependent Claims [46 and 1487‘C0ntacts 1 and 2
card Contacts 3 and 6’

Claim l46 claims:

l46. The piece of terminal equipment according to claim l08

wherein the at least one of the Specific contacts comprises the

contact I and the contact 2 and the at least another one of the

specific contacts comprises the contact 3 and the contact or

’33 Request, page lll.
’4 Notice of intent to issue a Reexamination Certificate (see Control No. 90/013,802; US. Patent No. 8,902,760,
mailed August 9, 20177 page 6.
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Claim l48 claims:

148. The piece of terminal equipment according to claim l4?

wherein the at least one of the specific contacts comprises the

contact I and the contact 2 ahai the at least another one of the

spectftc contacts comprises the contact 3 and the contact 6.

Claim 146 depends from independent Claim 108, and Claim 148 depends from multiple—

dependent Claim 147 that depends from any one of Claims 198445. Accordingly, the Patent

Owner directs the Board’s attention to the arguments set forth herein in connection with

Cummings, Mainan, and PCnet. The Patent Owner lurther notes that Cummings, Mainan, and

PCnet, singly or in combination, fail to teach or suggest “the at least one of the spectttc contacts

comprises the contact 1 ana7 the contact 2 and the at least another one of the spectttc contacts

contprtses the contact 3 and the contact 6” as claimed. Specifically, the adapted piece of

terminal equipment of Claim 108 comprises “at least one path coupled across specific contacts of

the Ethernet connector” where “the Ethernet connector comprising the contact 1 through the

contact 8, the specific contacts comprising at least one of the contacts of the Ethernet connector

and at least another one of the contacts of the Ethernet connector.” Claims 146 and 148 each

claims that “the at least one of the spectttc contacts comprises the contact ,I anai the contact 2

and the at least another one of the spectftc contacts comprises the contact 3 ana’ the contact a.”

That is, the adapted piece of terminal equipment requires at least one path coupled across the

contacts 1 and 2 and the contacts 3 and 6 of the Ethernet connector.

The Requester’s argues that “Cummings teaches: Transmit wires 44a through 44d and

46a through 46d are existing wires found within data communication link 14 that are selectively

tapped as pairs in accordance with the present invention to provide current loops 50a through
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4:

50d.” Cummings, col 4 ll. 20—24.”““ However; this misconstrues the teachings of Cummings.

Cummings in fact teaches an existing tield winding 53 extending across a single pair of transmit

Wires (eg. 44a and 46a) or a single pair of receive wires (not shown in Cummings) (ie. an intra—

pair loop). However, Cummings does not teach or suggest a path coupled across contacts 1 and

2 and contacts 3 and 6 (ie. an inter—pair loop).

it is noted that the Qtlice, in the Notice of lntent to issue a Reexamination Certificate

mailed August 9, 20l7 in the related reexamination of the ‘760 Patent. confirmed this

interpretation of Cummings and stated “Cummings fails to teach a ”loop formed over at least one

of the conductors of the first pair and at least one of the conductors of the second pair” as recited,

(e.g.., between 44a and 44h/46h) (ie, an inter—pair loop)”56

Accordingly, Patent aner submits that like independent Claim lOS, dependent Claims

146 and l48 remain patentahle.

o. Rejection under 35 U.S.C. §lll$ over Cummings in View of Martian
and Annnnzia‘ta

a). Dependent Claims I2, 42., 89

Rial l5) Claims l2, 42,, and 39 are allegedly obviated under 35 U.S.C. lll3 hy

Cummings in View of Martian and Annunziata et al.

This rejection is traversed.

Claims l2. 42 and 89 depend from independent Claims l. 3i, and 67. respectively.
)

Accordingly, the Patent Owner directs the Board’s attention to the arguments set forth herein in

connection with Cummings and Maman. The Patent Owner further notes that Annunziata et al.

55 Request, page lll.
’6 Notice oi‘lntent to issue a Reexamination Certificate (see Control No. 90/013,802; US. Patent No. 8,902,760,
mailed August 9, 20l‘77 page 6.
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fails to overcome the deficiencies of Cunmiins and, Maman as specifically outlined herein,

including, but not limited to, failing to teach or suggest that a piece of (Ethernet data) terminal

equipment having an Ethernet connector having contacts is adapted to include a path coupled

across selected or specific contacts of the Ethernet connector, and that “distinguishing

information” about the piece of terminal equipment is associated to impedance within this path.

More particularly, Annunziata rnerely teaches “lal device, method and system for testing

in situ the wiring between a data terminal equipment and a ring or similar type local area

network having a loop conduction path with a plurality of data terminal equipment (DTE)

coupled, to said loop conduction path. The DTE is provided with a mechanism for generating

DC current The DC currents flow from the DTE through a length of interconnecting conductors

and self—shorting connectors towards the loop conduction path.”57 The Requester indicates that

“Annunziata is provided for the sole purpose of illustrating a Zener diode in a media wire fault

detect mechanisni.”58

l-lowever, the Requester"s allegations are traught with errors First, the DTE of

Annunziata is never an “Ethernet data terminal equipment.” A stated above, Annunziata was

used for certain Fir/2g topology-7 nemarks, which Ethernet is not a ring topology network—it is a

star topology network. Secondly, Basel Ethernet data terminal equipment never put power to an

Ethernet cable, Thirdly, there would be no use of the DC current if there was a DC current

provided by the D’l‘E. Fourth, the reason for the DC signal in Token Ring was directed to the

use of wraphacl: connector on shielded twisted pair cabling used by Token Ring networks. As

there are no such connectors used in Ethernet, there would be no basis to have a DC current on

57 Annunziata, Abstract.

’8 Request, page 16.
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the lines. in fact, self—shorting (wrapback) connector necessary to seal the ring and to detect

broken wires in Token Ring networks are fatal to Ethernet communications because it would

cause a broadcast storm. Fifth, Annunziata nowhere teaches the use of a Zener diode with his

invention—the only occurrence of the term “Zener diode” appears in the Background of the

Invention in the Prior Art Section. Annunziata does not provide any teachings on the use of

Zener diodes or how one would he used as claimed in the ‘0l2 Patent. Finally, Annunziata is

unable to detect or otherwise determine any distinguishing information about the data terminal

equipment because impedance of each data terminal equipment would be identical.

Moreover, the only motivation provided by the Requester to establish why a PHOSITA

would combine the teachings of Annunziata with either of Cummings or Maman is, m 1020,

“Cummings and each of the described references [Annunziata is only identified in the section

title] utilize circuits with similar elements that would he expected to maintain their functions if

implemented in other circuits.”59

Requester clearly fails to articulate a primujocie case of obviousness and, in particular,

has failed to (l) articulate a reason Why a PHOSl'l‘A would combine the prior art references; (2.)

have an adequate evidentiary basis for that finding; and (3) provide a satisfactory explanation for

the motivation finding that includes an express and, “rational” connection with the evidence

presented as required by In re lee. Moreover, the Requester’s alleged motivation clearly

overlooks the fact that Annunziata is not applicable to “Ethernet data terminal equipment” and,

fuithermore, does not even use a Zener diode in its own invention.

Accordingly, Patent Owner suhmits that like independent Claims l, 31, and 67,

dependent Claims l2, 42, and 89 remain patentahle.

59 Request, page 28.
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6. Rejection under 35 USES. §lt}3 over Cummings in view of Martian
and Johnson

a} Dependent Claims 2!}, 50, T77, and 7 ’

REE it?) Claims 26, 5t}, 77, and ’78 are allegedly obviated under 35 USE. H33 h‘y

Cummings in View of Martian and Johnson.

'l‘his rejection is traversed.

Claims 20, 50, and 77—78 depend from independent Claims 1, 31, and 67, respectively.

Accordingly, the Patent Owner directs the Board’s attention to the arguments set forth herein in

connection with Cummings and Maman. The Patent Owner further notes that lohnson fails to

overcome the deficiencies of Cummins and Maman as specifically outlined herein, including, but

not limited to, failing to teach or suggest that a piece of (Ethernet data) terminal equipment

having an Ethernet connector having contacts is adapted to include a path coupled across

selected or specific contacts of the Ethernet connector, and that “distinguishing information”

ahout the piece of terminal equipment is associated to impedance within this path.

The Requester argues that Johnson allegedly teaches “baud rate analysis” in connection

with barcode printers.60 The Requester further indicates that “lohnson is provided for the

purpose of illustrating signal durations based on baud rate.”61

However, Johnson merely teaches “lain on—line barcode printer is shown for

communicating with one of a number of host computers having various communication

parameters.”62 However, Johnson is unable to detect or otherwise determine any “distinguishing

information” about data terminal equipment. in fact, Johnson is compt'eteifv silent with regard to

“Ethernet” and does not provide sufficient motivation to combine with Cummings or Mainan.

”0 Request, pages 44, 45, 69, 7G, and 89-92.

T] Request, page 19.
”‘ Jolmson, Abstract.
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The only motivation provided by the Requester to establish why a PHOSlTA would combine the

teachings of lohnson with either of Cummings or Maman is, in ion), “Johnson . . . is applicable

at least to Ethernet network connections.”63

Requester clearly fails to articulate a primafacie case of ohviousness and, in particular,

has failed to (l) articulate a reason why a PHOSITA would combine the prior art references; (2)

have an adequate evidentiary basis for that finding; and (3) provide a satisfactory explanation, for

the motivation finding that includes an express and “rational” connection with the evidence

presented as required by In re Lee. Moreover, the Requester’s alleged motivation clearly

overlooks the fact that Johnson is compietelfv silent with regard to “Ethernet,” and, in fact, never

uses the term “Ethernet.”

Accordingly, Patent Owner suhniits that like independent Claims l, 3], and 67,

dependent Claims 20, ‘50, and 77—78 remain patentable.

7. Rejection under 35 {1.8.65}. §lll$ over Cummings in view of h’laman
and Bloch

a). Dependent Claims 21', 23, 5’1, 53, 79, and .97

Rial l7) Claims 21, 23, El? 53,, ”799 and 97 are allegedly obviated under 35 ll.S.(I. lil3

by Cummings in View of Maman and Bloch et al‘

This rejection is traversed.

Claims ill, 23, Si, 3, 79, and 97 depend from independent Claims l, 3l, and 67.

Accordingly, the Patent Owner directs the Board’s attention to the arguments set forth herein in

connection with Cummings and Marnan. The Patent Owner further notes that Bloch fails to

overcorne the deficiencies of Cummins and Marnan as specifically outlined herein, including, but

‘63 Request, page 27.
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not limited to, failing to teach or suggest that a piece of (Ethernet data) terminal equipment

having an Ethernet connector having contacts is adapted to include a path coupled across

selected or specific contacts of the Ethernet connector, and that “distinguishing information”

about the piece of terminal equipment is associated to impedance within this path.

Bloch merely teaches “a circuit arrangement in which first and second communication

channels are provided over two conductor pairs which are simultaneously used for power feed

and hi-directional signaling (sic) between first and second equipment units. These first and

second equipment units are a control unit and key telephone station sets in a hey telephone

”64 There is no Ethernet anything that existed at the time of Bloch and Bloch is unable tosystem.

detect or otherwise determine any distinguishing information about the data terminal equipment

as any impedance would he fatal to sending keystrokes

Moreover, the only motivation provided by the Requester to establish why a PHOSITA

would combine the teachings of Bloch with either of Cummings or Maman is, in rare,

“Cummings and each of the described references [Bloch is only identified in the section title]

utilize circuits with similar elements that would be expected to maintain their functions if

implemented in other circuits.”65 However, this overlooks that Bloch predates Ethernet and is

not aware of the particular considerations necessary in Ethernet.

Requester clearly fails to articulate a primajacz'e case of ohviousness and, in particular,

has failed to (l) articulate a reason why a PHOSi'lII-‘i would comhine the prior art references; {2)

have an adequate evidentiary basis for that finding; and (3) provide a satisfactory explanation for

the monmrion finding that includes an express and “rational” connection with the evidence

f4 Bloch, at 2:54-6l.
”J Request, page 28.
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presented as required by In re Lee. Moreover, the Requester’s alleged motivation clearly

overlooks the fact that Bloch is not applicable to “Ethernet” and does not even envision Ethernet,

Accordingly, Patent Owner submits that like independent Claims l, 31, and 6?,

dependent Claims El, 23, 5 l, 53, ’79, and 97 remain patenta‘ole.

8. Rejection under 35 U.S.C. §lllL3 over Cummings in View of Maman
and Sutterlin

a). Dependent Claims 749 75, 81-369 and 90

REE 13) Claims 74, ’75, and 81—3fi are allegedly obviated under 35 USS 163 hy

Cummings in View of Martian and Sutterlin et al.

RE} l9) Claim 9%} is allegedly obviated under 35 U.S.C. lllS by Cummings in View of

Maman and Sutterlin.

There rejections are traversed.

Claims 74, 75, Ell-86, and 90 depend from independent Claim 67. Accordingly, the

Patent Owner directs the Board’s attention to the arguments set forth herein in connection with

Cummings and Maman. The Patent Owner further notes that Sutterlin fails to overcome the

deficiencies of Cummins and Maman as specifically outlined herein, including, but not limited

to, failing to teach or suggest that a piece of (Ethernet data) terminal equipment having an

Ethernet connector having contacts is adapted to include a path coupled across selected or

specific contacts of the Ethernet connector, and that “distinguishing information” about the piece

of terminal equipment is associated to impedance within this path.

Sutterlin merely teaches a “data communications network for delivering power and

communications over the same cable bundle includes a plurality of communications nodes
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wherein associated with each of the nodes is a transformer having a core, a primary winding and

a secondary winding. The secondary winding has a. centertap connection which either splits or

merges the current in the secondary winding to eliminate net DC flux within the transformer. A

LDC/DC converter is also included for transforming the relatively high DC voltage of the cable

down to a regulated supply potential for use by that node. The converter is coupled between the

centertap of the transformer and the cahle bundle. A power source provides the DC voltage

distributed across the network and is coupled to the cable bundle via a centertap connection of

another winding.”66

However, Sutterlin is completely silent with regard to determination of any physical

connection of a piece of terminal equipment to a data. network via a. flow of current through an

associated current loop and is unable to determine any distinguishing information about the piece

of terminal equipment.

Moreoven the wily motivation provided by the Requester to establish why a PHOSITA

would combine the teachings of Sutterlin with either of Cummings or Maman is, in into,

“Cummings and each of the described references [Sutterlin is only identified in the section title]

utilize circuits with similar elements that would he expected to maintain their functions if

implemented in other circuits.”67 However, this overlooks that Sutterlin is completely silent with

regard to determination of any physical connection of a piece of terminal equipment to a data

network via a flow of current through an associated current loop.

Requester clearly fails to articulate a primafacie case of ohviousness and, in particular,

has failed to (l) articulate a reason why a PHOSITA would combine the prior art references; (2)

”6 Sutterlin, Abstract.

m Request, page 28.
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have an adequate evidentiary basis for that finding; and (3) provide a satisfactory explanation for

the motivation finding that includes an express and “rational” connection with the evidence

presented as required by In re Lee.

Accordingly, Patent Gwner suhmits that like independent Claim 67, dependent Claims

74, 75, 81-86, and 90 remain patentable.

9. Rejection under 35 USES. §ll}3 over Cummings in View of Martian

and lyihhy

a). Dependent Claims 115, 116, and 122-,127

RES 2%) Claims 1155, 116, and 122—127 are allegedly obviated under 35 USS 163 by

Cummings in view of Martian, FCnet, and Libby.

'l‘his rejection is traversed

Claims ll5, lie, and 122—127 depend from independent Claim 108. Accordingly, the

Patent Owner directs the Board’s attention to the arguments set forth herein in connection with

Cummings, Marnan, and PCnet, The Patent Owner further notes that PCnet and Libby each fails

to overcome the deficiencies of Cummins and Maman as specifically outlined herein, including,

but not limited to, failing to teach or suggest that a piece of (Ethernet data) terminal equipment

having an Ethernet connector having contacts is adapted to include a path coupled across

selected or specific contacts of the Ethernet connector, and that “distinguishing information”

about the piece of terminal equipment is associated to impedance within this path.

Lihhy merely teaches “an electric motor with a spherical air gap, wherein the rotor is

supported by a bearing permitting rotation and rocking about the center of curvature of this gap.

Both the stator and the rotor have elements with concentric surfaces of revolution in relation to

the axis of rotation and facing each other which so overlap each other that they prevent a
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~ :68

separation between rotor and stator.’ The Requester indicates that “Libby is provided for the

purpose of illustrating continuously variable impedance.”69 lr-lowever, Libby is silent with regard

to Ethernet.

Moreover, the only motivation provided by the Requester to establish why a PHOSITA

would combine the teachings of Libby with either of Cummings or Maman is, in rare,

“Cummings and each of the described references [Libby is only identified in the section title]

utilize circuits with similar elements that would be expected to maintain their functions if

implemented in other circuits”,70 However, this overlooks that Libby is completely silent with

regard to determination of any physical connection of a piece of terminal equipment to a data

network via a flow of current through an associated current loop.

Requester clearly fails to articulate a primafitcz’e case of obviousness and, in particular,

has failed to (l) articulate a reason why a PHOSITA would combine the prior art references; (2)

have an adequate evidentiary basis for that finding; and (3) provide a satisfactory explanation for

the motivation finding that includes an express and “rational” connection with the evidence

presented as required by In re Lee. Again, Libby is completely silent with regard to Ethernet.

Accordingly, Patent Owner submits that like independent Claim lOS, dependent Claims

llS, lie, and l22—l2’7 remain patentable.

it}. Rejection under 35 {149°C §ltl$ ever Cummings in view of Maman,

l”Cnet.3 and Johnson

a). flependent Claims 26?, 5t), 77, 78, 1189 and ,1 l9

”8 Libby, Abstract.

f9 Request, page 18.
“ Request, page 28.
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REE 21) Claims H8 and 119 are allegedly obviated under 35 EiSrC. 193 by Cummings

in view of lllvlarnan9 PCnet, and Johnson.

@2327) Claims 2%., Si}, ‘77, ’78, 113, and ll? are allegedly obviated under 35 U.S.C.

lllS by Cummings in view of Martian, l’Cnet, and Johnson.

There rejections are traversed.

Claims 20, 50, 77, 78, ll8, and 119 depend from independent Claims 1, 31, 67, and lOB.

Accordingly, the Patent Owner directs the Board’s attention to the arguments set forth herein in

connection with Cummings, Maman, and PCnet. The Patent Owner further notes that PCnet and

Johnson each fails to overcome the deficiencies of Cummins and Maman as specifically outlined

herein, including, but not limited to, failing to teach or suggest that a piece of (Ethernet data)

terminal equipment having an Ethernet connector having contacts is adapted to include a path

coupled across selected or specific contacts of the Ethernet connector, and that “distinguishing

information” about the piece of terminal equipment is associated to impedance within this path.

The Requester argues that Johnson allegedly teaches “baud rate analysis” in connection

with harcode printers.71 The Requester further indicates that “Llohnson is provided for the
1

purpose of illustrating signal durations based on baud rate.”7

However, lohnson merely teaches “[aln on—line barcode printer . . . shown for

communicating with one of a number of host computers having various communication

parameters.”73 However, Johnson is unable to detect or otherwise determine any “distinguishing

information” about data terminal equipment. in fact, Johnson is completely silent with regard to

“Ethernet” and does not provide sufficient motivation to combine with Cummings, Maman,

:1 Request, pages 44, 45, 69, 7G, and 89-92.
a” Request, page 19.
6 Johnson, Abstract.
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and/or PCnet. The only motivation provided by the Requester to establish why a PHQSITA

would combine the teachings of Johnson with any of Cummings, Manian, or PCnet is, in two,

“Johnson . . . is applicable at least to Ethernet network connections.”74

Requester clearly fails to articulate a primafacie case of obviousness and, in particular,

has failed to (l) articulate a reason why a PHOSITA would combine the prior art references; (2)

have an adequate evidentiary basis for that finding; and (3) provide a. satisfactory explanation, for

the motivation finding that includes an express and “rational” connection with the evidence

presented as required by In re Lee. Moreover, the Requester’s alleged motivation clearly

overlooks the fact that Johnson is completely silent with regard to “Ethernet,” and, in fact, never

uses the term “Ethernet.”

Accordingly, Patent Owner submits that like independent Claims l, El, 67, and l08,

dependent Claims 20, ‘50, 77, 78, ll8, and ll9 remain patentable.

ll. Rejection under 35 U.S.C. §lli$ over Cummings- in view of Maman,

FCnet, and Bloch

a). Dependent Claims 21', 23, 5’1, 53, 79, 97, I222, rind 138

Kill 22) Claims 1le and 138 are allegedly obviated under 35 il.S.C. lii3 hy Cummings

in view of Martian, FCnet, and Bloch.

REJ ‘28) Claims 21, 23, Si, 53, 7?, W, lZil, and 138 are allegedly obviated under 35

U.S.C. 193 by Cummings in View of Martian, ilECnet, and Bloch.

There rejections are traversed.

Claims El, 23, Si, 53, 79, 97 120, and l38 depend from independent Claims l 3l, 67,
7 7

and 108. Accordingly, the Patent Owner directs the Board’s attention to the arguments set forth

74 Request, page 27.
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herein in connection with Cummings, Maman; and PCnet. The Patent Owner further notes that

PCnet and Bloch each fails to overcome the deficiencies of Cummins and Maman as specifi call y

outlined herein, including, hut not limited to, failing to teach or suggest that a piece of (Ethernet

data) terminal equipment having an Ethernet connector having contacts is adapted to include a

path coupled across selected or specific contacts of the Ethernet connector, and that

“distinguishing information” about the piece of terminal equipment is associated to impedance

within this path.

Bloch merely teaches “a circuit arrangement in which first and second communication

channels are provided over two conductor pairs which are simultaneously used for power feed

and hi—directional signaling (sic) hetween tirst and second equipment units. These first and

second equipment units are a control unit and key telephone station sets in a key telephone

system.”75 There is no Ethernet anything that existed at the time of Bloch and Bloch is unable to

detect or otherwise determine any distinguishing information about the data terminal equipment

as any impedance would he fatal to sending keystrokes

Moreover, the 02117}? motivation provided hy the Requester to estahlish why a PHGSTTA

would combine the teachings of Bloch with either of Cummings, Maman, or PCnet is, in 1010,

“Cummings and each of the described references [Bloch is only identified in the section title}

utilize circuits with similar elements that would he expected to maintain their functions if

”76

implemented in other circuits However, this overlooks that Bloch predates Ethernet and is

not aware of the particular considerations necessary in Ethernet.

Ln
Bloch, at 2:54-6l.

Request, page 28.
\1\1 .hk
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Requester clearly fails to articulate a primafacie case of ohviousness and, in particular,

has failed to (l) articulate a reason why a PHQSITA would coinhine the prior art references; (2)

have an adequate evidentiary hasis for that finding; and (3) provide a satisfactory explanation for

the motivation finding that includes an express and “rational” connection with the evidence

presented as required, by In re Lee. Moreover, the Requester’s alleged, motivation clearly

overlooks the fact that Bloch is not applicable to “Ethernet” and does not even, envision Ethernet

Accordingly, Patent Owner submits that like independent Claims l, 31, 67, and lGS,

dependent Claims 2l, 23, 51, 53, 79, 97, lZO, and l38 remain patentahle.

l2. Rejection under 35 U.S.C. §lll3 over Cummings in view of Patagonian.3

PCnet, and Annnnziata

a). Dependent Ciaims 12, 42, 89, and 130

REJ 23} Claim l30 is allegedly obviated under 35 U.S.C. 193 by {Inmmings in view of

Martian, PCnet, and Annunziata

1335326) Claims 12, 42, 39, and 13% are allegedly obviated under 35 USAC. 1% by

Cummings in view nth/Eamon, l”€net.3 and Annunziata.

There rejections are traversed.

Claims iii, 42, 89, and l30 depend from independent Claims l, El, 67, and lOS.

Accordingly, the Patent aner directs the Board’s attention to the arguments set forth herein in

connection with Cummings, Maman, and PCnet. The Patent Owner further notes that PCnet and

Annunziata each fails to overcome the deficiencies of Cummins and Maman as specifically

outlined herein, including, but not limited to, failing to teach or suggest that a piece of (Ethernet

data) terminal equipment having an Ethernet connector having contacts is adapted to include a

path coupled across selected or specific contacts of the Ethernet connector, and that
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“distinguishing information” about the piece of terminal equipment is associated to impedance

within this path.

More particularly, Annunziata merely teaches “[al device, method and system for testing

in situ the wiring between a data terminal equipment and a ring or similar type local area

network having a loop conduction path with a plurality of data terminal equipment (DTE)

coupled to said loop conduction path The DTE is provided with a mechanism for generating

DC current. The DC currents flow from the DTE through a length of interconnecting conductors

and self—shorting connectors towards the loop conduction path.”77 The Requester indicates that

“Annunziata is provided for the sole purpose of illustrating a Zener diode in a media wire fault

detect mechanism.”78

However, the Requesterls allegations are fraught with errors. First, the DTE of

Annunziata is never an “Ethernet data terminal equipment.” A stated above, Annunziata was

used for certain ring trig/10500 / networks, which Ethernet is not a ring topology network—it is a

star topology network. Secondly, BaseT Ethernet data terminal equipment never put power to an

Ethernet cable. Thirdlyj there would be no use of the DC current if there was a DC current

provided by the DTE. Fourth, the reason for the DC signal in Token Ring was directed to the

use of wrapback connector on shielded twisted pair cabling used by Token Ring networks. As

there are no such connectors used in Ethernet there would be no basis to have a DC current on

the lines. in fact, self-shorting (wrapback) connector necessary to seal the ring and to detect

broken wires in Token Ring networks are fatal to Ethernet communications because it would

cause a broadcast storm. Fifth, Annunziata nowhere teaches the use of a Zener diode with his

:7 Annunziata, Abstract.
/8 Request, page 16.
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invention—the only occurrence of the term “Zener diode” appears in the Background of the

invention in the Prior Art Section, Annunziata does not provide any teachings on the use of

Zener diodes or how one would be used as claimed in the ‘0l2 Patent. Finally, Annunziata is

unable to detect or otherwise determine any distinguishing information about the data terminal

equipment because impedance of each data terminal equipment would be identical.

Moreover, the only motivation provided by the Requester to establish why a Pl-lOSlTA

would combine the teachings of Annunziata with either of Cummings, Maman, or PCnet is, in

tom, “Cummings and each of the described references [Annunziata is only identified in the

section title] utilize circuits with similar elements that would be expected to maintain their

functions if implemented in other circuits.”79

Requester clearly fails to articulate a primafitcz’e case of obviousness and, in particular,

has failed to (l) articulate a reason why a PHOSITA would combine the prior art references; (2)

have an adequate evidentiary basis for that finding; and (3) provide a satisfactory explanation for

the motivation finding that includes an express and “rational” connection with the evidence

presented as required by In re Lee. Moreover, the Requesterls alleged motivation clearly

overlooks the fact that Annunziata is not applicable to “Ethernet data terminal equipment” and,

furthermore, does not even use a Zener diode in its own invention.

Accordingly, Patent Owner submits that like independent Claims l, 3l, 67 and ms,
7

dependent Claims l2, 42, 89, and BC remain patentable.

13. Rejection under 35 U.S.C. §lll$ over Cummings in view of Martian,

l3°€net9 and Sutterlin

a). Dependent Claims 90 and £31

79 Request, page 28.
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RES 241) Claim 131 is allegedly ohviated under 355 U.S.C. 1113 by Cummings in View of

Maman, hCnet, and Sutterlin,

1112.136) Claims 91} and 131 are allegedly obviated under 35 U.S.C. 1113 by Cummings

in view of h’lamau, PCuet, and Sutterlin.

There rejections are traversed.

Claims 90 and 131 depend from independent Claims 67 and 108. Accordingly, the Patent

aner directs the Board’s attention to the arguments set forth herein in connection with

Cummings, Maman, and PCnet. The Patent Owner further notes that PCnet and Sutterlin each

fails to overcome the deficiencies of Cummins and Maman as specifically outlined, herein,

including, but not limited to, failing to teach or suggest that a piece of (Ethernet data) terminal

equipment having an Ethernet connector having contacts is adapted to include a path coupled

across selected or specific contacts of the Ethernet connector, and that “distinguishing

information” about the piece of terminal equipment is associated to impedance within this path.

Sutterlin merely teaches a. “data communications network for delivering power and

communications over the same cahle bundle includes a plurality of communications nodes

wherein associated with each of the nodes is a transformer having a core, a primary winding and

a secondary winding. The secondary winding has a centertap connection which either splits or

merges the current in the secondary winding to eliminate net DC flux within the transformer. A

DC/DC converter is also included for transforming the relatively high DC voltage of the cable

down to a regulated supply potential for use by that node. The converter is coupled between the

centertap of the transformer and the cable bundle. A power source provides the DC voltage
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distributed across the network and is coupled to the cable bundle via a centertap connection of

another winding”80

However, Sutterlin is completely silent with regard to determination of any physical

connection of a piece of terminal equipment to a data network via a flow of current through an

associated current loop and is unable to determine any distinguishing information about the piece

of terminal equipm ent,

Moreover, the only motivation provided by the Requester to establish why a PHGSl'l‘A

would combine the teachings of Sutterlin with either of Cummings, Maman, or PCnet is, in 1010,

“Cummings and each of the described references [Sutterlin is only identified in the section title}

utilize circuits with similar elements that would be expected to maintain their functions if

implemented in other circuits.”81 However, this overlooks that Sutterlin is completely silent with

regard to determination of any physical connection of a piece of terminal equipment to a data

network via a flow of current through an associated current loop.

Requester clearly fails to articulate a. primofitcie case of obviousness and, in particular,

has failed to (l) articulate a reason why a PHOSl'l‘A would combine the prior art references; (2.)

have an adequate evidentiary basis for that finding; and (3) provide a satisfactory explanation for

the motivation finding that includes an express and, “rational” connection with the evidence

presented as required by In re Lee,

Accordingly, Patent Owner submits that like independent Claims 67 and lOS, dependent

Claims 90 and l3] remain patentable.

8° Sutterlin, Abstract.

8] Request, page 28.
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l4. Rejection under 35 U.S.€. §ll}3 over {Iummings in view of Maman,

FCnet, and Lihhy

a)° Dependent Claims 74, 75, til—86, HS, 316, and 122—127

REE 29) Claims 74, 75, 81—36, 115, 116, and 322—127 are allegedly obviated under 35

ESE. 1&3 hy Cummings in view of Martian, FCnet, and Lihhy.

'l‘his rejection is traversed

Claims '74, 75, 8l—86, llS, 116, and 122427 depend from independent Claims 67 and

l08. Accordingly, the Patent aner directs the Board’s attention to the arguments set forth

herein in connection with Cummings, Martian, and PCnet. The Patent aner further notes that

PCnet and Libby each fails to overcome the deficiencies of Cuinrnins and Marnan as specifically

outlined herein, including, but not limited to, failing to teach or suggest that a piece of (Ethernet

data) terminal equipment having an Ethernet connector having contacts is adapted to include a

path coupled across selected or specific contacts of the Ethernet connector, and that

“distinguishing information” about the piece of terminal equipment is associated to impedance

within this path.

Libby merely teaches “an electric motor with a spherical air gap, wherein the rotor is

supported by a hearing permitting rotation and rocking about the center of curvature of this gap.

Both the stator and the rotor have elements with concentric surfaces of revolution in relation to

the axis of rotation and facing each other which so overlap each other that they prevent a

~ :82

separation between rotor and, stator.’ The Requester indicates that “Libby is provided for the

purpose of illustrating continuously variable impedance.”83 However, Libby is silent with regard

to Ethernet.

8 Libby, Abstract.
83 Request, page 18.
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Moreover, the only motivation provided by the Requester to establish why a PHOSITA

would combine the teachings of Libby with either of Cummings? Maniana or PCnet is, m, 1020?

“Cummings and each of the described references [Libby is only identified in the section title]

utilize circuits with similar elements that would be expected to maintain their functions if

implemented in other circuitsfgfi’ However, this overlooks that Libby is completely silent with

regard to determination of any physical connection of a piece of terminal equipment to a data

network via a tl ow of current through an associated current loop.

Requester clearly fails to articulate a primrzfacic case of obviousness and, in particular,

has failed to ( l) articulate a reason why a PHOSlTA would combine the prior art references; (2)

have an adequate evidentiaiy basis for that finding; and (3) provide a satisfactory explanation for

the motivation finding that includes an express and “rational” connection with the evidence

presented as required by In re Lee. Again, Libby is completely silent with regard to Ethernet.

Accordingly, Patent Owner submits that like independent Claims 67 and lOS, dependent

Claims 74,, 75, Bl—Séa llS, lléa and l22-l27 remain patentable.

84 Request, page 28.
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VII. QGNCLUSEGN

in View ef the aheye arguments, the Board sheuid reverse the Examiner’s rejection and

eentinn the patentabiiity 0f C1airns 1-148.

Patent aner dnes net heiieve that a fee is necessary in connectien with the fiiing 0f the

present Appeai Brief. However, if any fees are necessary, then such fees are hereby petitioned

and autherized te he charged te eur Deposit Aeeeunt Ne. 08-0750.

Respectfuliy submitted,

Dated: August 16 2017 By: ,I’Jetfrey L. Snyder/

Jeffrey L Snyder, Reg. Ne. 43,141

f‘iARNESS, DICKEY & PIERCE, PLO
P0. Bax 828

Bieemfie1d Hiiis, Michigan 48303

(248) 641—1600

Attorney for Patent Owner

Lissi Mejiea, Reg. N0. 63,421

Agent fer Patent Owner

JLS/srs
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